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Casimir J. Kotowski

Loyola University of Chicago

URB~~

COMMUNITY COLLEGE UNIONISM: A DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY

~~

CASE STUDY OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS,
LOCAL 1600, CITY COLLEGES DIVISION

PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this descriptive survey and case study was
three-fold:
1.

to compare the City College faculty who belong to the Cook
County Teachers Union-AFT Local 1600 with those who do not
belong regarding background, career, and attitudinal variables.

2.

to discover why those active in the faculty union originally
joined, why former union members have quit the union, and
why a small percentage of faculty have never joined the
union.

3.

to point to future trends and directions for community
college unions.

The major source of information for this study was a four-page
questionnaire administered to the 1400 faculty members of the eight
City Colleges - the original bargaining unit of Local 1600.

Fifty-four

percent of the Union (653) and 55% of the non-union (102) faculty
responded.
tested.

Fourteen background and seven attitudinal variables were

Primarily as to their effect on the 233 most pro union faculty,

those active in the union, and the 58 least pro union faculty, those who
never joined the union.

Other comparisons were made between all of the

union and all of the non-union respondents, between the 58 respondents
who had never joined the union and the 44 who were once members, and
between the 233 active union and the 420 non-active union members.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of the study are as follows:
1.

The attitudinal variables primarily distinguished the

most pro union and the least pro union oc most anti-union faculty with
the former being more politically and educationally liberal, more negative
toward the administration, and more favorable to student activism.
2.

The influence of significant background and career variables

was discovered to be as follows:
a.

Family attitudes favorable or unfavorable toward unions
apparently predisposed one pro or con faculty unions.

b.

The most favorable toward unions are those with 6-15 years
teaching experience in the City Colleges and the least
favorable are those with the least experience, not the
most as predicted.

c.

Those with more than 30 hours beyond the masters and from
35-6'0 years are the most pro-union while the untenured of
lowest rank and salary are the least pro union.

d.

Jewish faculty, because of a more liberal orientation,
were more pro union than Catholics or Protestants as
were the 28% who indicated another or no religion.

e.

The pro union faculty were much more politically active
than the anti union faculty.

The former were mainly in

the counseling, library, social science and humanities
departments while the latter were in the business and
other career departments - nursing, law

enforce~ent,

engineering, child development, and physical education.
3.

The active or pro union faculty joined the union more so

because of a negative view of the administration and a desire for greater faculty
power and higher degree of professionalism.

The non active union faculty member

joined the union mainly because of peer pressure, job security, and gratitude for benefits earned.
4.

The faculty who never belonged to the union did not joln

because of traditional views of unions as unprofessional, too concerned
with own interests, and indicative of mediocrity, though a significant
number would join if there vas a state collective bargaining law.
5.

The faculty who quit the union did so because of the frequent

strikes and criticism of the union leadership, though 10% were expelled
for crossing piCket lines.
Future directions for even greater community college unionism
suggested by this study are:
1.

The passage of a state collective bargaining law.

2.

Union leadership with the left of center attitude of
social criticism.

3.

The continued negative view of the administration by large
segments of the faculty.

4.

The accepted climate of faculty unions and strikes.

5.

The threats established faculty perceive to their status.

6.

Fewer strikes or threats ·of strikes by faculty unions.

7.

An image of the union leadership as more professional.

Conditions contrary to the above, of course, would produce a lower rate
of unionism.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Significance of the Study

A discussion of college faculty unionisa has to begin with twoyear public community colleges since more have chosen bargaining agents,
have been bargaining for a longer time, and have more experience with its
effects.

These com=unity colleges account for 80% of the faculty bar-

gaining agents in higher education, 60% of the unionized institutions, and
one-third of the full-time faculty.

As of June, 1974, over 100 had

bargained for their third contract while only two four-year institutions
had the same experience.l

One must admit, however, that the community

college experience is very different in that it was tied to the K-12
system, is primarily concerned with teaching, not research, has a history
of less faculty participation in academic governance, and possesses

a lower professional status.

Common characteristics with four-year

colleges and universities revolve around curriculum and degree requiremente, departmentalization, more student participation in governance, and
a national climate for union organization.
An

excellent case study of the Public Community Colleges is the

Chicago City College faculty, 87% of whom in 1976 belonged to the Cook
County College Teachers' Union, American Federation of Teachers2
1 Bill Aussieker, "Community Colleges Without Co1JilllUtlity," Faculty

Bargaining, Change and Conflict, ed. Joseph ~. Garbarino (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Co., 1975), pp. 179-80.
2see Appendix A, History of the American Federation of Teachers.
1

2

Local 1600 3 •

In its first ten years of existence, the Cook County

college Teachers' Union included six strikes -same often bitter. 4
Three injunctions were defied.
contracts were negotiated.

Its president was jailed twice.

Five

It has also been forced to negotiate in court

off and on since 1971.

Besides its militancy, the CCCTU is interesting since it was organized in the absence of a state collective bargaining statute.

This

is important since, as of January, 1975, more than half of the Public
Community Colleges in the twenty-one states with enabling legislation
were unionized.

These 21 states contained 70% of the nation's Public

Community Colleges. 5

Only those in Illinois and Maine were able to

unionize to any extent under ~luntarJ agreements. 6

To further emphasize

the importance of collective bargaining legislation, Garbarino pointed
out that, at the end of 1974, 90% of all organized public institutions
and faculty were in states with strong bargaining laws.

He called state

public employee bargaining laws the "most important single factor that
explains unionization in higher education."

7

3Local 1600 also contains six sub-locals of surrounding suburban
eommunity colleges and the Urban Skills Center, but the Chicago community
colleges was the original bargaining unit and is the second largest
community college system in the nation. See-Chronicle of Higher Education
4 April 1977, p. 2.
4 From 1963 to 1973, the CCCTU accounted for one-half of the faculty
days lost in strikes in higher education. See Appendix B on Strike History.
5 Richard J. Ernst, New Directions for Community Colleges
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc::-1975), p. vi~

(San

6According to a 1966 Illinois Appellate Court ruling, teachers at
all levels may bargain collectively. Among the state's 136 institutions
of higher education (49 public, 87 private, including 39 public and 10
private junior colleges), 14 have faculty bargaining on 20 campuses.
Eleven of these belong to the CCCTU.
7carbarino, ?. 61.

3

In its first ten years of bargaining, Chicago City College
Teachers Union succeeded in doubling faculty salary, in obtaining a
separation of rank end salary, in reducing the teaching load from fifteen

~o t"Jelve hours, 8 as well as many fringe benefits.

It is indeed ''one of

the successful, if not the most successful, community college unions in
the United States."9
The Chicago City College faculty is worthy of study, not only
because of its uniqueness but also because of its indicativeness and
representativeness.

The Cook County College Teachers Uaion, like many

community college unions, sprang from the K-14 system with many faculty
being members of a powerful lower school teachers' union (AFT Local 1)
when it was divided from the K-12 syste• in 1966.

A holdover from the lower system was the K-12 administration ·
mentality that refused to engage in meaningful collegiality consultations
with faculty and resulted in frequent unilateral decisions.

The break

from the K-14 system also increased faculty dissatisfaction since it raised
faculty expectations in a period of growth and affluen·ce.

No longer were

they satisfied with the passive role of a teacher in a highly centralized
structure where control is lodged in the hands of a few.lO

They were no

longer objects to be manipulated" but "subjects to be satisfied." 11

8As of this writing, the CCCTU faculty are the only Community College
instructors in the country teaching twelve contact hours per week.
9 Profile

of the Community College:
Josaey-Bass, Inc., 1972). p. 338.

A

Handbook(San Francisco:

lORichard J. Frankie and Roy A. Howe, ''E"acutty Power ln the Community
College," Theory Into Practice 7 (Apri 1 1968): 83-84.
llChest:er J. Barnard, The Functions of the Executive, (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1938),
40.

p.

4

Also, like many community college systems, the greatest unionization took place during a period of great growth.

From 1960 to 1970,

the nation's Public Community Colleges grew from 310 to 654 institutions,
from 356,000 to 2,100,000 students - four times the growth rate of the
rest of higher education.l2

From the Fall of 1966 to the Fall of 1975

the CCC system grew from four campuses with approximately 25,000 students
to

nine campuses with 93,000 students. 13
The CCC system, furthermore, is multi-campus and comprehensive.

:be increased centralization that resulted from its rapid growth is
believed by Garbarino to be one of the major factors for unionization.

14

The rapid expansion swelled the ranks, raised personal aspirations regarding salary, status and professional role in college governance,
as well as heightened aspirations for the institution.

The reconstruction

of the system for more coordination and direction threatened many faculty

who saw the new system of control as a threat to the continued evolution.
Other faculty saw it as an opportunity to claim parity with other sections
of higher education which has often treated them as ,.second cousins." 15

Lastly, the CCC system is like other unionized systems in that
it !!lOved from a junior college to a community college orientation.

As

the enrollment of blacks and other minorities increased under an openenrollment policy, no longer were the first two years of the liberal arts
12Garbarino, p. 189.
13I1Hnois Community College 8oard 9 "Community College Bullett nH
(January-February 1976), p. 6.
14 For an excellent summary of the broad changes that the communityjunior colleges were (and still are) subject to, see Leland L. Medsker,
"Changes in Junior Colleges and Technical Institutions," Emerging Patterns
in Higher Education, Logan Wilson, ed., (Washington, D.C.: American Council
on Education, ~' pp. 69-83.
15 Garbarino, p. 183.

5
the only offerings. Occupational, remedial, continuing and adult education,
non-degree, and community-based programs were established or greatly enlarged.

The mission was dramatically changed and

~any

of the liberal arts-

trained faculty, from where the union impetus came, did not embrac2 wholeheartedly the changes that required ethnic study courses, special learning
laboratories, tutoring, and occupational and vocational counseling.
Statement of Purposes
There are three principal aims of this· dissertation:
1.

To compare and contrast the approximately 200 non-union faculty

with the active and non-active union faculty regarding the categorical
variables of sex, age, religion, race, class, rank, salary, tenure, department, teaching experience, educational attainments, personal and family's
union sentiments and affiliations, and the scaled variables of general
political orientations, degree of distrust of major social institutions
(especially of the City College Administration), general views of controversial educational topics, degree of political activism, degree of career
satisfaction, and professional attitudes.
2.

To attempt to discover why the union members originally joined

the union, why the non-union members never joined or why they quit if they onee
were members, and if so, under what conditions the non-union would consider
or reconsider joining.
3.

To suggest future trends as to the influence and directions of

unionization at the community college level.
The Problem
This study will attempt to answer the following questions:
1.

How do the approximately 200 non-union faculty differ in the

above categorical and scaled variables from the 1,100 union

~mbers,

6

especially those active in union matters?
2.

Why have the non-union faculty resisted membership in the

highly unionized City College Division of CCCTU?

3.

Why have the non-union members who previously belonged,

quit the union?

4.

Why did the active and non-active union members originally

join?

Definition of Terms
The following key terms used throughout the study that represent
the four major sub-populations are defined as follows:
Union Faculty Member:

A

dues paying member of the Chicago

City College Division of AFT Local 1600, the Cook County College
Teachers Union.
Non-Union Faculty:

A faculty member who has never joined Local

1600 or who, having once belonged to Local 1600, is no longer
a member.

Active Union Faculty:

A union member who was or is a chapter

or city-wide officer and/or was or is a delegate or alternate to
the Union House of Representatives and who attended or attends
most House meetings and/or attends most chapter meetings (who is,
in general, a more involved or lrlli tan t union member. )

Non-Active Union Faculty:

A union member who is none of the above.

Public Community College:

A comprehensive, public two-year

college that offers academic, general, occupational, remedial,
and continuing adult education.
Chicago City Colleges:

A multi-campus system of eight Public

Community Colleges in the city of Chicago with campus presidents
being equal to each other but all campuses being under the control

7

of a central administration.
Cook County College Teachers' Union:

A division of the AFL-CIO,

AFT Local 1600 with chapters at each of the eight Chicago and
six suburban Public CoDl11lUt1ity Colleges, plus one Ur,ban Sld lb
Center.
Collective Bargaining:

(Used synonymously with unionism,

unionization, collective negotiations.)

A process wherein

faculty and employer representatives make offers and counteroffers for the purpose of reaching a mutually acceptable written
agreement or contract covering terms of employment for a
specific period of time.

Theoretical Perspectives,
The theoretical framework of this research is varied.

Concepts

regarding the class theory of politics, the social criticism of intellectuals, socialization, relative deprivation and professionalism are invoked.
Ladd and Lipset's discussion of the class theory of politics holds that
tendencies to criticize societies are related to objective deprivation
and discrimination, that a politics of change finds its natural supporters
among those who suffer from the status quo, and that being rewarded and
recognized makes for conservatism, just as being deprived produces liberal
~d egalitarian perspectives.l6

Application of this theory to college

faculty suggests that those froa a lower class background, the untenured,

l6Everett Carll Ladd, Jr., and Seymour Martin Lipset, Academics,
Politics and the 1972 Election (Washington, D.C.: American Enterprise
Institute for Public Policy Research, 19i3), p. 19.

8

the younger, those of lower rank, salary, and educational attainments,
minorities, Jewish17 or non-Protestant identify with or are coopted
the least by the system and, therefore, are more militant or active in
the union movement.
Chomsky reinforces the above view by holding that the more
rewarded faculty have become the "new mandarins" and attributed to these
'-'dominants" the most conservative and apologist mentality.

18

As applied

to this study, the tenured, those from a middle or upper class background,
those of higher rank, salary, and education, the older, and non-minority
group faculty identify with and are coopted more by the system and are,
therefore, the least militant or active.
Hofstadter has stressed the tendency of intellectuals to support
a politics of social criticism. 19

Raymond Aron has written of the ten-

dency to criticize the established order as the "occupational disease of
the intellectuals."20

Trilling even described the academic's intellectual

role that predisposes him/her toward a critical, questioning, oppositionist political stance, as one of an "adversary culture." 21

The above,

17sociological studies of political behavior have consistently
shown that Jews are more liberal than any other religion or ethnic
group primarily because of their historic status as a minority that has
produced a distrust of the status quo. See Gerhard Lenski, The Religious
Factor (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Books, 1963), pp. 137, 140.
18Naomi Chomsky, American Power and the New Mandarins (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1969), pp. 27-28.
19Richard Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in American Life (New
York: Vintage Books, 1962), p. 25.
--

W. W.

20Raymond Aron, ~ ?pium of the Intellectuals (New York:
& Co., 1962), p. 75.

~ortou

21Lionel Trilling, Beyond Culture (New York: Viking Press, 1965),
PP • XII-XIII.

9

declares Ladd and Lipset, is the result of the weakness of a national
conservative tradition since the ideology of Americanism as stated in
the Declaration of Independence emphasizes egalitarianism and populism.
It is the intellectuals who have become aware of the gap between these

ideals and the world of reality, and thus have challenged the system for
its lack of fulfillment of the American creed. 22
In Lipset' s Political Marl are chronicled an impressive body of

data demonstrating the left of center politics of American academics
over the last half century.23

Back in 1937, a

sur~ey

reported pro-

New Deal sentiments as c4 percent for professors of social science and
65 percent for those of natural science, while only 56 percent of

~ua1

workers and just 15 percent of lawyers, physicians, dentists and engineers.2 4

..

In 1948, 1952, 1956, 1964, 1968, and 1972, academics voted

for the m.ore liberal Democratic presidential candidate • twenty to
e-.wenty-five percentage ;Joints - than other groups of comparable social
economic status.

Surveys concerned with the national issues of Vietnam,

:,lack America.nsf marijuana, and school busing also found overwhelming
evidence of the greater liberalism of acade3ics. 25

An application of the

above points to this study is that the most liberal of this faculty
group *Ould be the most alienated and militant regarding the status quo
power structure of their college system and campus.
22Ladd and Lipset, p. 11.
23

se)~our Martin Lipset, Political ~n (New York: Doubleday and
Co., 1960), pp. 311-343.
24 Ibid., p. 314.
25Ladd and ~ipset, ??· 11-16.
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Another theoretical underpinning of this study is the sociological
process of socialization which Popenoe defines as "the process by which
the culture of a group or society is instilled or internalized in the individuals who live in that group or society." 26
we are raised or trained.

Simply put, it is the way

Application to the study at hand involved whether

one has been socialized from early childhood with attitudes favorable or
not favorable toward unions.

Thus, if one's father or other family member

belonged or did not belong to a union or spoke or acted favorably or
unfavorably toward unions, one would, by this type of socialization, inherit
attitudes that would predispose one toward, or away from, union membership
and union militancy or activity.
The process of socialization is also used to explain sex status
differences in that women are generally reared to be less aggressive and
more conforming and thus would tend to be less militant or active union
members, as well as less attracted to union membership, especially to a
union with a history of conflict.

The older faculty were raised and trained

in a different era when unionized teachers were unheard of.

Thus social-

ization might also be used to explain their hypothesized greater reluctance
to join and participate in union activity.
The theory of relative deprivation is also used to explain sex
status differences.

Men teachers frequently have been looked down

upon as people who had failed, or would fail, in the world outside the
classroom.

In contrast, teaching traditionally has been considered

an excellent job for women.

Men teachers tend to compare their occupation

with the high-income and high prestige, predominantly male occupations of
26

David Popenoe, Sociology (New
1971), p. 99.

Yor~:

Appleton Century Crofts,
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doctor, lawyer or successful businessman.
Cole, comparing his study of teachers with Lipset, Trow and
coleman's study of printers in union Democracy 27 suggested that the
extraoccupational statuses of religion and political affiliation were
more correlated with militancy if there is no tradition of militancy.
Printers had more occupational precedents for militant behavior and,
therefore, had to rely less on extraoccupational status precedents.
Application to this study seems to indicate that, due to the dramatic
militant precedents in the Chicago City College Division of the Cook
County College Teachers Union, non-teacher statuses would be less
influential in determining union membership and degree of activity or
militancy than occupational socialization.
The rapid growth of "professional unionism'' indicates a complete
reversal of the historic position of a significant number of academics
who once believed that their professional status was incompatible with
the collectivist and equalitarian trade union spirit of manual workers.
Perhaps the best sucmary of this position was expressed by
~rtin,

~,eodore

D.

a National Education Association (NEA) executive:
Unionism lowers the ideals of teaching. By emphasizing
only the selfish, though necessary economic needs of
teachers - salary, hours, tenure, retirement - unionism
misses altogether the finer ideals of teaching and the rich
compensations that do not appear in the salary envelope.28
27seymour Martin Lipset, Martin A. Trow, and James
(Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956).

s.

Coleman,

~Democracy

28Theodore D. Martin, Building ~Teaching Profession (Middletown,
The Whitlock Press, 1957), as quoted in Stephen Cole, The Unionization of Teachers (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1969), p. ~

~.Y.:
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The Dean of Fordham University School of Education once
said:
Teachers who think of ideals before paychecks do not
join unions. They abhor the thought of striking to
secure increases in salary, since they consider themselves to be public servants, who are obligated under
the unwritten law of the profession to promote the
public welfare. When lawyers and doctors picket the
courts and the hospitals, then teachers should join
unions.29
The desire of teachers to be considered professionals has
led them in the past to reject measures that
with the working classes.

wo~ld

have identified them

In order to increase their prestige, teachers

have stressed the differences while ignoring similarities with manual
workers.

According to Cole, a low status group identified itself with

a higher status group to emphasize its superiority to a still lower
status group.30
As Parsons has indicated, besides needed knowledge and a somewhat exaggerated self-image, professionals have had a high degree of
self-regulation that they have guarded jealously.31 The professoriate,
in this sense, is becoming "less professional," especially in the least

professional sector of higher education - the community colleges that
traditionally have had a low degree of self-determination mostly because
29 'Th3 New York Times, 27 February 1947.
As it turned out,
nurses and public health doctors have followed the lead of teachers in
collective bargaining conflicts.
30 Cole., p. 5.
31
Talcott Partons, "Professions," in David L. Sill (ed.),
International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Vol. 12 (New York:
Macmillan, 1968). See also Bernard Barber, "The Sociology of the Professions," in Kenneth S. Lynn (ed.), The Professions in America (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1965), p. 18.
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they were linked historically

wi~h

K-12 teachers.

Etzioni pointed out

that, because a good teacher (or nurse) could be replaced more readily
than a good doctor, lawyer or scholar, these "semi-professions" have a
"replaceability" factor that causes them to embr·ace the egalitarian norms
of unionism :nore readily.32

In general, these norms are more acceptable

to those whose status and freedom of action are low.
Helbriegel, French and Peterson see professionalism as a multidimensional concept consisting of client orientation or service, colleagueorientation or peer review, monopoly of knowledge, and decision-making.

33

Corwin further explains the process of professionalism for teachers
as moving from subscribing to their professional obligations to demanding
rights and in lessening the control administrators and the public have had
over decision-making.34
The rtew professional status being demanded is, in many crucial
respects, incompatible with the traditional principles of administration originally fashioned in a unified,

s~ll-town

America and justified

by the legal fiction that administrators can be responsible for everJ

32Amitai Etzioni, ed., The Semi-Professions and Their Organizations: Teachers, Nurses, Social Workers (New York: The Free Press, 1969).
3 3nonald Helbriegel, Wendell French, Richard Peterson, "Collective
Negotiations and Teachers: A Behavioral Analysis,'' Industrial and Labor
Relations Review, XXIII, No. 3 (April, 1970), p. 383.
34 Ronald G. Corwin, '~ilitant Professionalism, Initiative and Com/ pliance in Public Education," Sociology of Education 28 (Summer 1965):
310.331.
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facet of "their" system.
~ide

Corwin sees centralized authority and system-

uniformity difficult to reconcile with decentralized decision-

making, the central component of professionalism.35
There still is the question of whether teaching is actually a
"profession."

The question, however, becomes moot beeause in 1969

70% of teachers did, in fact, believe that they should have the "ultimate
authority over major educational decisions." 36

Corwin equates the anomaly

of job satisfaction and morale increasing with the rates of conflict
as the lack of a sense of meaningful participation not provided by the
system itself.

Corwin sees the primary source of tension among militant

teachers not arising from professional motivation but
and social liberal attitudes.

Cort~~in

fro~

political

finally discusses the "generic

tension" between idealism and self-interest that all professions have
because teachers must demonstrate the ability to protect the clients'
welfare while pursuing personal goals. 37
As applied to this study, the union members, especially the
more active or militant, (will) express more concern for faculty power
or control of decision-making and for student rights.

They will not

be that concerned about having to strike, and will be more politically
and socially liberal, as well as more critical of the administration.
While the above literature mainly discussed union and non-union
faculty, this study will also strive to demonstrate that the more active
and, therefore, militant union members see the various levels of
35Ronald G. Corwin, "The Anatomy of ~ilitant Professionalizat.ion,"
The Collective Dilemma: Negotiations in Education, ed. Patr~ck W. Carlton
and Harold J. Goodwin (Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Co.,
1969), p. 242.
36rbid., P· 243.
37rbid.
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administration as autocratic or consistently making unilateral decisions
and view control of the decision-making process as a crucial professional
goal.

They will also be more politically and socially liberal, as well

as less concerned about strikes.

Limitations

~

the Study

The major limitation was whether the research instrument really
measured what it purported to measure.

Also, did the sophisticated

and test-wise faculty who responded give the most socially acceptable
responses.
(47%).

Another serious problem was the

hi~~

percent of non-returns

Since it was not practical for the author to do a sample

follow-up of the faculty who did not respond, one will always question
the validity of the sample, even though a relatively high percent (53%)
of faculty did indeed respond.

The unevenness of the response from

the various college campuses further restrains the conclusions, even
though it appears the respondents percentage-wise represent the
overall system (See Chapter III).

Summary

The first chapter establishes the justification for and importance of the study, as well as defining the problem and major terms.
Chapter II provides the background for the study through a review of the
literature.

It outlines the major research on faculty characteristics

and unionism in four-year colleges and universities as well as two-year
colleges.

Chapter III delineates the hypotheses and details the methods

16
and procedures that were followed.

Chapter IV discusses and analyzes

the findings and Chapter V gives the conclusions and implications and
presents recommendations for further study.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
There has been an explosion of the printed word regarding
unionism in higher education since the

~id-1960's,

although it has been

a little uneven regarding specific faculty characteristics vis a vis
union and non-union, union active and non-active, especially as it relates
to community college faculties.

The first part of this chapter is a

detailed summary of important existing research regarding faculty unions
in general and the above mentioned faculty characteristics in particular.
The second section of the chapter summarizes major research
concerned with the reasons for joining unions, first among manual
workers, then among college and university faculty, and finally among
two-year college faculty.

The folloYing served as the prime sources

of the author's hypotheses with his own observations relied on very
minimally.
Faculty Characteristics - K to 12
Even though it did not deal with higher education, the first study
to influence the author regarding theory, research design, and technique
was Stephen Cole's perceptive study of the Ne.., York City and Perth Amboy,

17

~ew

18
Jersey public school teachers.

1

It encompassed two questionnaire surveys

of the faculty. as well as a detailed history of the United Federation
of Teachers, the New York City American Federation of Teachers, Local 2.
It also reviewed the extent and the causes of the gro~th of teachers'

unions on the national scene.
The first faculty survey was conducted in New York City in June,

1962, two months after the famous United Federation of Teachers strike
of April, 1962, that is believed to have triggered militant teacher
unionism in the United States.

A questionnaire was placed in the

school mailboxes of 900 teachers at three senior high and seven elementary schools.

Questions regarding strikes, attitudes toward teacher

unions, job and salary satisfaction, as well as background data were
asked.

Only 37% of the questionnaires were returned; however, Cole

thought this sample to be minimally representative since his non-random
sample statistics compared favorably with known teacher population
statistics. 2
Perth Amboy, New Jersey, was the site of the second survey in
January, 1966.

It was conducted two months after the Perth Amboy teachers

had been on strike for two weeks and was designed to test some
facto hypotheses developed from the NYC data.
mailed questionnaires at home.

~

post

All 261 teachers were

Despite the fact that great cooperation

was received from the school board 3 and the union president, and, even

1

Steven Cole, The Unionization of Teachers (Sew.York: Praeger Publishers, 1969).
2rbid., PP· 219-221.
lrhe Board supplied a list of hoae addresses.

\:
I
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though a second mailing and phone follow-ups were used, only 126 or 48%
of the questionnaires were returned.4

The questionnaire was longer

than the New York one and requested information regarding attitudes of
friends, professional views, personal judgements regarding teaching
ability, and future occupational plans.
In the above surveys, Cole devised several indices of militancy,
of unionism, of career commitment, of relative deprivation, and of
prestige dissatisfaction.

He

also related the categorical status

variables of religion, political affiliation, class, age and sex to
pro unionism.

1.

Among

his findings were:

Regarding religion, Jews were more likely to come from
families with pro-union sentiments and were, therefore,
more militant than Protestants or Catholics.

2.

Democrats were strong labor supporters and, therefore,
more likely to support their own profession's labor
movement.

3.

A

lower-class family background meant being JDOre Democratic

and, therefore, more disposed to unions.
4.

Women were likely to be upper-middle class and less likely
to have positive union attitudes.

5.

Older teachers were more conservative and less likely to
be favorable toward unions. 5

4There were indications that the teachers from that saa~l,
politically-oriented town were afraid that their private opinions would
be made known to the school board.
5 cole, Po ~3.
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Faculty Characteristics - Colleges and Universities
In 1969, Tne Carnegie Commission on Higher Education sponsored a
rather extensive survey of unionism in colleges and universities throughout
the country.

6

An elaborate questionnaire was sent to 100,315 faculty

members at 78 universities, 168 four-year colleges, 43 junior colleges, and
14 predominantly black colleges.

The 12 percent sample of the nation's

2,433 colleges and universities were primarily those that had participated
in the 1966 Cooperative Institutional Research Program of the American
Council on Education.

Returns were received from 60,028 faculty members,

or 60%. 7
The questionnaire was designed to acquire factual data about the
academic profession, as well as attitudinal data about collective bargaining,
strikes, satisfaction with salaries, teaching loads and institutional
governance.

By correlating the above responses, conclusions were reached

as to why faculties began turning to collective bargaining in the 1960's.
The greatest support for collective bargaining was indicated by the faculties
of predominantly black colleges and two-year colleges, followed by public
and private four-year colleges, private and public universities.

Non-

tenured, of lower rank, younger 8 faculty in the departments of social science

6 Everett Carll Ladd, Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset, Colleges and
Universities, Professors, Unions, and American Higher Education (Washington,
D.C.: The American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1973).
?Robert Carr and Daniel Van Eyck, Collective Bargaining Comes to
the Campus (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973), p. 80.
8 corwin, however, found that middle-aged, well established men
become most frequently involved in academic conflict. See Ronald G. Corwin,
"The Anatomy of Militant Professionalism,'' p. 57.
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natural science, humanities, and education supported collective bargaining more strongly.

Older (over 51 years), tenured faculty in the

departments of engineering and law opposed collective bargaining.
Ladd and Lipset followed up their 1969 study with a randomized
phone survey of 523 academics between August 29 and September 13, 1972.
A total of 471 interviews (90 percent) were completed.
this panel was also sent mailed questionnaires.

In November, 1972,

In the 1969 survey, Ladd

and Lipset constructed a general liberalism-conservatism scale for national
issues, a campus activism scale, a student role scale, and a university
governance scale, as well as questions regarding presidential votes and
preferences.

The 1972 survey was summarized in another important Ladd and

Lipset study that was also published the following year.

9

An attempt was made

to see if the tone of faculty politics that was outward looking and concerned
with the problems of the larger society in the sixties had become more
conservative and more concerned with immediate professional interests as
illustrated by the dramatic change toward the previously unthinkable issue
of collective bargaining.

Comparisons between the faculty and the United

States public and electorate found the faculty, as a group, much more leftliberal and inclined to vote for the democratic or Third Party presidential
candidates.

No significant political differences were found to be affected

by their socio-economic background.

Religious origins, as Cole discovered,

were very significant with academics of Jewish background being more liberal
9Everett Carll Ladd, Jr. and Seymour Xartin Lipset, Academics,
Politics, and the 1972 Election (Washington, D.C.: The American Enterprise
for Public Policy Research, 1973) .
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and Democratic than those of Protestant or Catholic background. 10
Positions on faculty unionism, student activism, preferenti a1 hi rf.ng for
underrepresented groups, and collective stands on major educational con•
troversies were also explored.
Ladd and Lipset followed up with again another survey of college
professors in 1975.

They found

tha~

while only 95,000 faculty members

(16%) out of more than 600,000 were employed at unionized schools, the
faculty were much more disposed to accept collective bargaining than were
actually covered by union contracts.

While their surveys in 1960 and 1973

revealed that 59 and 66 percent endorsed the principle of collective
bargaining, in 1975 it was 69 percent with 76 percent of the two year college
faculty.

They saw the fact that three-quarters of the 294 institutions

with bargaining units were

two-yea~

colleges, as a function of the "replace•

ability" factor "of the 'semi-professions'."

In other words, scholars

at the major universities are less easily replaced than mere teachers.

Even

so, more than half of the faculty at prestigious, research and meritocracy
oriented universities support unionization • at least in theory.
Again, they found that the faculty members who favored collective
bargaining were liberal, strong democrats, voted for McGovern or a Leftist
Third Party candidate in 1972, took part in anti-war demonstrations, were
the most alienated from their career and institution, and were from the
social sciences, humanities, and education areas.
10Ladd and Lipset, pp. 37-38.

Ladd and Lipset, in
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general, found ideological orientations more important than status or
categorical variables in their 1975 survey.ll
J.

o.

Hoehn accomplished a rare data based research study regarding

a profile of faculty members in the California State College system who
supported the adoption of collective bargaining.

In comparison to their

colleagues who opposed collective bargaining, these faculty members tended
to come from upper-manual and tower white-collar baCkground; be dissatisfied
with their work environments; belong to the DEmoerati e Party; espouse liberal
or radical political views; be drawn more frequently from the liberal arts
disciplines, especially humanities and social sciences; have a greater
research perspective; and possess a higher level of educational preparation.

12

Lane also did a study of California faculty, but only at one large
state college.

Comparing by means of a questionnaire union and non-union

members, he found the former to be younger, less experienced, of lower
rank, with a lower opinion of the administration, and who saw professional ..
ism as a necessarily militant proeess. 13
The attitudes of faculty at fourteen

PeTh~sylvania

State Colleges

were also surveyed by questionnaires (33% sample) in two separate studies

14

11 Everett Carll Ladd, Jr. and Seymour Martin Lipset, '"The Growth of
Faculty Unions," The Chronicle of Higher Education, 26 January 1976 9
P. 11.
12
J. o. Hoehn, Collective Bargaining in Higher Education: An Empiri•
cal Analysis in California State Colleges, (washington, D.c.: ERIC, 1971).
13

Robert E. Lane, '•Faculty Unionism in California State College • A
Comparative Analysis of Union and Non-Union Members (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Iowa, 1967) in Dissertation Abstracts 28 (November 1967):
193 7 a.
1 4vi ctor E. Flango, ttFacul ty Attitudes and the Election of a Bargain~
ing Agent in the Pennsylvania State College Systemoi'' and Jan Muczyk, Richard
Hise, Martin Ganny, ••Faculty Attltudes ... II ," Journal of Collective Negotia.
tions 4 (.Spring 1975): 157-174 and 175-189.
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months before a union election.

Flango found politically alienated faculty

more politically active than others, as well as those with doctorates; and,
like Ladd and Lipset, more liberal faculty more pro collective bargaining
and student activism.

Muczyk, Hise and Gannon discovered academic

discipline, rank and longevity at present institution significant but not
age, prior union membership or years of college teaching experience.
Dissatisfaction with the administration and compensation received, especially by the younger faculty, were other indications of being favorable
toward unions.
Faculty views at the community college level as well as at the
four-year colleges of the University of Hawaii system were studied by
Seidman, Edge and Kelley.

15

They found the lower ranks, the untenured,

those under 30 (as opposed to those over 50), those in the education,
business, and arts and sciences, were favorable.

They also found no age

group accepted the view that collective bargaining conflicts with ?rofessionalism, or that it is only appropriate for blue collar workers.
Feuille and Blandin 16 also surveyed by questionnaire (457. response),

all 1,010 individuals of academic rank at the University of Oregon regarding
attitudes pro or con collective bargaining just after the 1971-72 state
budget freeze.

The demographic factors that they found important were rank

l5Joel Seidman, Alfred Edge, Lane Kelley, "Attitudes of Hawaiian
Higher Education Faculty Towards Unionism and Collective Bargaining,"
Journal~ Collective Negotiations 3 (Spring 1974): 99-119.
16Peter Feuille and James Blandin, "Faculty Job Satisfaction and
Bargaining Sentiments: A Case Study, Academy ~Management Journal 17
(December 1974): 678-692.
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(with the lowest the most favorable), tenure (with the untenured more pro),
and sex (with females more restrained), but not department.

The faculty

were found satisfied with teaching as a career but dissatisfied with their
economic benefits, existing personnel decision-making procedures, and with
both the campt:s administration and higher administrative leYels.

Though

a faculty majority perceived strikes as unprofessional, they did not perceive
collective bargaining as inconsistent with faculty professional standing,
with the individualized nature of faculty jobs, and with merit incentives.
~wo

~portant

works that virtually ignored the union experience at

the community college level were those written and compiled by Terrence N.
Ticel7 and Carr and Van Eyck.

18

The latter is a good introduction to the

basics of collective bargaining and provides an abundance of facts and specifies
concerning contracts negotiated, the court decisions, the election results,
and pertinent bargaining issues.

As it was stated in The Chronicle of Higher

Education Handbook, "Because both Carr and Van Eyck hail from Oberlin College,
one of the most faculty-dominated institutions in the country, they tend to
exalt faculty power above the reality on most campuses." 19

Tice's work is

a description and analysis of academic bargaining aimed at attorneys, as

well as educators, and contains a detailed state by state legislation review.

17 Terrence N. Tice, Faculty Bargaining in the 1970's (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Institute of Continuing Legal Education, 1973).
18Ro'oart H. Carr and Daniel K. Van Eve!<, Collective Bargai!"'.ing Comes
to the Camous (Wa•h1ngton 9 D.C.: The American Council on Education, 1973).
l9Facultv
Handbook, 2nd ed.
l':i76) • p. 137.

aigher Education
for Education,
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One of the most recent and excellently considered studies of unions
in higher education was accomplished by Joseph W. Garbarino. 20

Garbarino's

work, another Carnegie Commission on Higher Education Report, noted that
the change to collective bargaining is directly related to changes in the
size and structure of the institutions, especially to state or system-wide
"super boards" which further removed individual colleges, departments, and
faculty members from the

decision~aking

processes.

Aussieker's work, in the same volume, summarizes the rapid growth
of and extent of unionization at the community college level, the

si~ilarities

between unionized two-year and four-year schools, the effect of collective
bargaining legislation, faculty participation in academic governance, the
general characteristics associated or not associated with unionism, parity
between public two-year and four-year faculty, and especially the structural,
administrative and functional changes.

'*hile greatly enlightening concerning

background data and present trends regarding collective bargaining at the
community college level, Aussieker did not deal directly with faculty characteristics and collective bargaining, but suggested that the more favorable
union attitudes of the community college faculty were not due to more
liberal social and political beliefs but to a greater familiarity with unions
on the K-12 level.21
Faculty Collective Bargaining: A Chronicle of Higher Education
Handbook is a useful tool filled with facts, figures and news highlights
drawn almost entirely from the pages of The Chronicle, as of December 31,
20Joseph W. Garbarino, ed., Facultv Bargaining, Change and Conflict
(New York: ~cGraw Hill Book Co., 1975).
21 Bill Aussieker, "Community Colleges Without Community," Facultz
~rgaining, Change and Conflict, ed. Joseph ~. Garbarino (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Co., 1975), p. 181.
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1975.

An expanded second edition was published several months later

(current through October 21, 1976) that included sections on the most recent

(1975) Ladd and Lipset surveys of faculty attitudes toward collective
bargaining, campus elections and strikes, and more reference tables.
Faculty Characteristics • Public

Communl~v

Colleges

Research on unions in Public Community Colleges is sketchy.

Much

data are contained in the above general works covering the entire gamut of
higher education, but some studies were completed that directly considered
the Public Community Colleges.
John Gianopulos' research 22 dealt directly with public community
colleges and employed a combination of historical analysis and descriptive
survey design.

Gianopulos studied the scope and impact of collective bar.

gaining at ten selected public community colleges in Illinois and Michigan,
the two states which, in 1968,contained approximately 75 percent of the nation's
agreements in effect at the Public Community College leve1. 2 3
was sent to all sixty.one community college
forty-seven of whom responded.

president~

A questionnaire

in the two states,

In addition, personal interviews were con•

ducted with heads of faculty organizations at the ten selected schools.
Gianopulos did not deal directly with faculty involvement in unionism but
did discover similarities at the ten schools with respect to issues,

strikes, agreements, and their effects.
22

John W. Gi anopulos, nA Descriptive Analysis of Collective Nego.
tiations Agreements,'' (Ph.J. dissertation, Loyola University of Cllic.ago,

1969).

23

Ibid ' p. 13 •
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The most recent and comprehensive work regarding collective bargaining in the community colleges is Adjusting to Collective Bargaining.

24

Edited by the President of Northern Virginia Community College, it presents
interpretations of the extensive union experience at the Public Community
College level by faculty, college administrators, trustees, and state administrators.

Although the extent of the reasons for unionism are catalogued

quite well, no differentiation by faculty characteristics was indicated.
The closest research to the present study was

~~ore's

community college faculty of the state of Pennsylvania. 25

study of the

Its purpose

was to determine whether faculty perceptions of their capacities for power
and mobility were related to favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward
collective negotiations (now known as collective bargaining).

Moore's

population was 951 26 full-time faculty employed at ten of Pennsylvania's
twelve community colleges in the Fall of 1969.

He used three Likert-type

scales as well as biographical and career information.

He found that the

faculty who felt unable to influence events within the college system had
more favorable attitudes toward collective bargaining than those with a high
sense of power.

This is compatible with Corwin's view that teacher militancy

is related to professionalization or control over conditions in which they
perform professional duties.27
Moore also reinforced Lane's mobility conclusion that union faculty
24 Richard J. Ernst, ed., Adjusting to Collective Bargaining
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1975).
25John W. Moore, "Pennsylvania Community College Faculty: Attitudes
Toward Collective Negotiations,n (Ph.D. dissertation, Pennsylvania University, May 1971).
26He received a 57.5% response.
27 Ronald F. Corwin, A Sociology of Education, (~ew York: AppletonCentury-Crofts, 1965), p. 162.
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are significantly less loyal to the institution than non.union faculty
and are more willing to leave.
cosmopolitans, not locals,

29

28

Gouldner's theory that professionals are

backs up Moore's finding of greater loyalty

to peer group than to institution.

This result has not been universally

concludt!d, however.

Andreason fotmd that union members were :nore immobile

and felt "trappedu.

This reduced their individual bargaining power and

inclined them to align with a local aggressive organization, 30
Regarding biographical data, Moore found the faculty who were
younger, male, non-Protestant, of liberal-political orientation, whose
~athers

were members of labor unions significantly correlated with attitudes

favorable to collective bargaining.

He concluded, however, that marital

status, number of children, parents' birthplace, parent's level of education,
father's occupation, and type of childhood eommunity were not significantly
correlated.

Regardir~

career variables, Moore found that faculty relatively

dissatisfied with community college teaching, 31 fo~er members of a union,
in non-science fields, untenured, of low rank, and in college transfer programs
significantly correlated with more favorable attitudes toward unions.

He

did not find salary level and length of employment to be so correlated.
2

8r.ane, p. 1933a.

29 Atvin

w. Gouldner, "Cosmopolitans and Locals," Administrative
Science Quarterly 2 ( 1957-1958): 281-306.
30 Hoaehon L. Andreasen, nTeacher Unionism: Personal Data Affecting
Membership," fh! ~ Kappan 20 (November 1968): 117.
31

A study of Florida community college teachers found the most satis•
fled to be older and female. E. Kurth and E. Mills, Analysis of Degree of
~gree of Facultv Satisfaction !n Florida Co~Jnitv Junior Colleses, Final
Reoo£! (Washington D.C.: Office of Education, 1968).
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Joseph Hankin, in January of 1975, wrote a report for ERIC that reviewed
the status of unionism in higher education, with special focus on two-yeaT
institutions.

After

ident~fying

the extent of representation by bargaining

agents, the year in which ti rst faculty contracts have been signed, and
distinguishing among four-year and two-year institutions and public and
private ones, the current status of state collective bargaining leglslation was summarized with an eye toward how much activity may be generated as
additional permissive state legislation is enacted.

Among Haskin's major

findings was that 30.9 percent of faculty members teaching 13.2 percent
of the student3 in 19.8 percent of America's community and junior colleges
were already covered by union contracts; and, as soon as permissive legislation is enacted in 27 states without it, we may expect a large increase
in these figures.

Of the 927 public community and junior colleges, Haskin

found 222 and 23.9 percent unionized with only 2.3 percent of the 219 private institutions unionized.
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Why Facultv Members Join Unions
Before reviewing research as to why faculty members join unions,
one of the classic studies why manual workers join trade unions is Seidman,
33
London and Karsh's study of a midwest local of the United Steelworkers of
America with a membership of fourteen thousand and a militant reputation
earned by

m~,y

strikes, slowdowns and aggressive leadership.

~hree

sub-

populations were interviewed:
3 2Joseph N. Hankin, who Bargains with Whom: What's Past is Prologue
(washington, D.C.: ERIC, 1975), p. 23.
33

Joel Seidman, Jack London, and Bernard Karsh. '"rlhy Americans Join
Unions,'' Annals of the American Acade!li'V of Political and Social Science
20 (~arch 1951):75-83.
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1.

A leadership group (28) composed of Officers, key committee
chairmen, and past presidents;

2.

Twenty-four of forty-three active members who attended from
four to seven meetings in the past year;

3.

A one percent random sample was taken of the inactive members who
had not attended any meetings during the year and 62 were inter;iewed.

The great majority of the three groups joined with some degree of
conviction.

Smaller numbers joined under the informal pressure of fellow

workers or as a result of dues inspection lines.

Those with convictions

listed family background of father a union member, poverty, prior union
experience, or the general treatment at the plant as responsible for their
pro-union orientation.

The authors believe, however, that had they been

able to study the motives for joining at the time the step was taken, they
would have discovered

tha~

a larger number joined without conviction and

simply because of the peer pressure of others doing so.
When the union members were asked why five percent of the workers
refused to join, they stated the company orientation of getting ahead
faster and fear of their supervisors, the desire to get benefits without
paying dues, the general dislike of unions, and the conviction that the
local did not do anything for them.
Gus Tyler, an assistant president of the International Ladies
Garment Union, bridged the manual•faculty union member gap and discussed
college faculty unions in the context of a "new class" of white collar,
service employees that has developed since World War I I.

According to

Tyler, unionized faculty were attempting to regain the status that had
historically been theirs.

He cited the following as evidences of lessened
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faculty power: student unrest, financial difficulties, and oversupply of
college teachers.

He feared that lack of financial resources would split

the academic community but believed unions might be instrumental in
tng

the needed funding.

obtain~
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Lindeman's major review of over 100 publications dealing with
unions in higher education found five primary reasons for their increase:
inadequate compensation, dissatisfaction with the faculty role in governance,
the statutory right to bargain, inept adm!nistration, 35 and competition for
members among NEA, AFT, and AAUP.

Lindeman admitted, however, that the

above cited reasons have been based on little empirical researeh. 36
In the Bureau of National Affairs survey of administrators asking
why their faculty organized, more than half indicated salaries and fringe
benefits. 37

Government pressure on colleges to favor women and minorities

when jobs in higher education are scarce has also been suggested as a reason
for the increased tension for faculty unionization.

38

Schulman suggested that going to a statewide system also promotes
34cius Tyler, "The Faculty Join the Proletariat," Change 3 (Winter
1971-72): 31.
35Throughout this study the faculty position on issues is predominant. For an excellent view of the administration position. see William
Moore, Blind Man on a Freewav (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, Inc., 1971),
·especially pp. 8-9 and 60-69.
36 Lynn William Lindeman, "The Five Most Cited Reasons for Faculty
Unionization," Intellect 23 (November 1973):85-88.
37

''Faculty Organizing: Special Report," Bureau of National Affairs
Daily Labor Reporter, 26 March 1976, p. 88.
38 "In More and More Colleges. Professors Join the Unions,'• U,S. News
and world Report, 10 September 1973, pp. 36-37.
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unionization because it invited comparison of salary and conditions of
employment at the different campuses of the community and senior colleges.
Other

reason~

of Schulman for faculty unionization were the senior faculty

in emerging liberal arts colleges feeling threatened by the direction their
ins~itution

is taking, the job market glut of Ph.Do 's, legislative super•

vision of working conditions, job security for the junior faculty, the
reduction in faculty mobility, decision making at the state level, not on
individual campuses, and the imposition of uniform policies and procedures. 39
Regarding community college unionism specifically, Howe, while
stressing that the causes were far from clear, pointed out that faculty
have seen other groups

(espe~ially

in elementary and secondary education)

organize and achieve significant gains even in the face of social disapproval.
He also mentioned the economic pressures that make the faculty feel helpless
when local actions seem so inadequate and regard themselves as the principal
object of cutbacks.

Other reasons were lip service paid to faculty involve•

ment, the relative affluence that has raised aspirations 40 and the lack of
perception of a viable alternative. t~l
Hankin also believed that there

V~as

"no alternative to collective

bargaining but the alternatives come from the selection of the bargaining
39

Carol H. Shulman, Collective Bargainins on Campus (Washington,

D.C: ERIC, 1972), pp. 3-4.

Ray Howe. Communitv Colleg~ Board of Trustees and Negotiations
wi:h Facultv (Washington, D.::.: American .A.ssociation of Community and
Junior Colleges, 1973), po. 5-6.
40

41

A 1967 NEA Task Force Report, Faculty Participation in Academic
~cvernance, found that thi3 was most prevalent among younger faculty at
JUnior colleges and at former teachers' colleges.
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~ep~esentative,

and that collegiality as a principle no longer works unless

the faculty feels that
decision jointly.••

th~y

have real teeth and can share in the final

42

Tice's earlier work, Faeultv Power:

~eetive

Bargaining

~

Camous

contained an excellent arti ele by Karl J. J aeobs, "Colleeti ve Bargaining
in Community Colleges," in which was contained five characteristics of Public
community College faculty not common to the rest of higher education that
''impel the lower level faculty to eolhctive bargaining: tt
1.

The lack of an academic tradition since many Public Community
Colleges were formed or greatly expanded overnight.

2.

The predominance of former high school teachers once part of
the Kel4 system with the resultant tendencies to collective
bargaining.

3.

The ineptitude and unfairness of some boards to prevent
effective faculty communication and influence.

(The author

wrote the article while president of Rock Valley

Co~~ity

College, Rockford, Illinois.)
4.

The inferior status of twoayear college teachers in the eyes
of the public and their fourGyear colleagues.

5.

The relative lack of professional mobility to status four•
year institutions that makes them more likely to view themselves
as part of the

p~oletariat

(like the secondary school faculty)

than as part of the mangerial and

entrep~eneurial

class.
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Joseph ~. Hankin~ "Al ternatl ves to Collective Bargaining," Paper
Presented at a Conference of the Junior College Council of the Middle
Atlantic States (Washington, D.c.: ERIC, 1972), p. 4.
43
Terrenee N. :'ice, ed., Faculty Power: Collect-ive Bar~aining on
Campi.!_! (Ann Arb.:>r, Michigan: The Institute for Continuing; Legal Education,
1972), pp. 67-68.
42
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Another important parallel study was Duryea and Fisk's Faculty Unions
and Collective Bargaining. 44

-

They discussed the nature, issues and pro-

cedures of faculty unionism in a state of the nation

over~iew.

George Angell,

a former president in Public Community Colleges and a professor of higher
education, in 1970-71 conducted a comprehensive study of collective bargaining
in 23 of the 37 Public Community Colleges in New York state. 45

After he

pointed out that the bulk of faculty unions were in public two-year colleges
and that they had the most complete experience with associations formed,
negotiations conducted, and contracts signed, Angell noted that they were
becoming increasingly a part of higher education and provide an experience
that can bring insights to four-year colleges and universities.
Like Garbarino, he names the state statutes which facilitated
public employee organization as the ''primary causative factor" for unionism.
Reviewing Shoup's study46 of Michigan Public Community Colleges as well
as his own in New York, (the two states that have the most extensive union
experience at the Public Community College level), Angell presented these
primary reasons for faculty union organization: low salaries, unilateral
decisions by trJstees and administrators, lack of

co~unication

between

faculty and administration, the general feeling of being treated as a
high school teacher (no sabbatical leaves, over half with the same salary
as neighboring high school teachers, few effective senates), and the lack
of academic freedom on some campuses (faculty lost jobs without hearings

44E. D. Duryea, Robert S. Fisk, and Associates, Faculty Unions and
Collective Bargaining (s~, Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1973).

107.

45George Angell, "Two-Year College Experience;• ~' pp. 87-

4 6c. A. Shoup, "A Study of Faculty Collective Bargaining in ~Uchigan
Community Colleges," (Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan ~~ate University,

1969).
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in the turbulent 1960s).

This last situation caused an angry faculty to

turn to collective tactics to protect their constitutional rights even
before they organized unions.

The faculty sought help from outside organi·

zations that they knew best, especially the state teacher associations
affiliated with

~
the~~

"professional unionism."

who were becoming more and more oriented toward
Those that affiliated with the AFT, the industrial

type union, were far more militant in bargaining tactics and the successful
use of strikes, even in the face of severe legal penalties as in the large
urban centers of Chicago and New York. 47
A two-year study of New Jersey's fifteen community colleges,
thirteen of which had recognized collective bargaining agents, found
authoritarianism and unilateral and arbitrary decision-making by administrators of particular significance in faculty attitudes toward unionism.
Dissatisfaction with eeonomlc benefits, as well as the salary inequities
believed stemming from individual contract negotiations were also important.
Of particular interest were the conditions at one of the unorganized county
colleges.

It had a viable committee system and basic economic satisfaction.

Its administration was perceived as highly sensitive to faculty concerns
and dealt with grievances quickly and equitably.
conservative with one-half formerly from another

The faculty were
eoun~y

college and who

had resigned their positions in the face of union organization and had
46

As of October, 1976, the NEA had affiliated 140 Public Community
Colleges; the AFT, 94; and the AAUP, 2, with 7 AAUP-NEA and 38 independent
or other agents for a grant total of 281 bargaining agents. See Chronicle of
Higher Education Handbook 9 2nd ed., pp. 84-92.
47

Duryea, pp. 88-90.
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promulgated negative attitudes toward collective bargaining.

48

Hershel H. Nelson presented a good summary of the social and personal
faculty motivators for unionism: the unexplained release of a faculty member,
sudden changes in policy, rumors that the administration will discontinue

a particular program, desire to participate meaningfully in governance, the
frustrating experience of serving on committees that are only empowered with
the power to talk, the loss of the personal touch as institutions became
larger and more rigidly structured, the concern over job security due to the
declining enrollments of the 1970's, gains made by other faculties that were
unionized, the changing legal climate making collective bargaining respectable, not knowing what else to do, going along with the crowd, and the
failure of administrators and legislators to. understand the forces present
in faculty acceptance of unionization. 4 9
Perhaps the best

summa~]

of the many reasons why community college

faculties join unions is Patsy R. Summer's findings. 50

She lists the

tradition of unionism in public schools, the number of vocational skills
instructors with an industrial union background, the familiarity with union
organization and operations, dissatisfaction with the failure of administration
48 James P. Begin and Stephen Browne, "The Emergence of Faculty

Bargaining in New Jersey," Community and Junior College Journal 44
(December/January 1974): 18-19.
49
Hershel H. Nelson, "Faculty Collective Bargaining," (washington,
D.c.: ERIC, 1974), passim.
50patsy R. Summer, "An Unsteady State," Adjusting to Collective
!argaining, ec. Richard J. Ernst (San Francisco: Jessey-Bass, Inc., 1975),
pp. 1-10.
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to let participate in governance, the seller's market of the 1960's which
seemed to indicate no end to student enrollment and faculty demands, and,
of course, the enabling legislation.

According to Summers, the 1970's found

the faculty even mere receptive to collective bargaining because of
inflation, declining enrollments, rising unemployment, public demands for
accountability, student demands to participate in

evaluati~g

faculty, the

move toward more state level control, very low influence in personnel matters such
as promotion which Blomerly found to show the highest correlation with
morale, 51 and the hiring of young, anti-establishment, left of center, inexperienced instructors at low salary levels with little to lose from union
affiliation.

The above were a fertile ground for the membership drives that

the SEA and AFT launched in 1973 and 1974.
Daniel F. Schultz accounted for the rapid spread of unionism over
the community college faculty whom he found were 14% of higher education
but 36% of the organized and who went from 10 to 191

org~~ized

institutions

and from 2800 to 23,900 unionized faculty during 1966 to 1973 by using the
framework of internal and external factors.
the organizing rivalries between the AFT, NEA

The latter, he suggested, were
~~d

AAUP; the changing legal

environment; and the financial stringency and competition for scarce revenue.
The internal pressures were the administrative decisions seen as unilateral
and arbitrary by the faculty, the lack of the tradition of shared authority,
the weak faculty senates, the way collective bargaining in other systems
has resulted in better salaries and working conditions without gross
inequities.52

51 P. Blomerly, "The Junior College Department and Academic Governance,"
~nior College Journal 41 (February 1971): 38-40.
52naniel F. Schultz, "Why Faculties Bargain,"~·· pp. 23-26.
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Of all the previous related literature, Kemerer and Baldridge's
study !or the Standford Project on American Governance 53 was based on the
strongest set of empirical data. In all, 511 unionized and nonaunionized
institutions of higher education were sampled.

Questionnaires were sent

to their presidents and local union faculty chairpersons (65% return)
randomly selected national sample of faculty (531. response).

and a

In addition,

sensitive case studies were carried out at seven institutions, one of which
was the Chicago City College system.
Although the study's emphasis was on the effects of unionism, i t
contained an excellent summary of the forces promoting and

hinderir~

collec-

tive bargaining:
Factors

Promotin~

and Hindering Unionism

Promoting

54

Hind~ring

Environmental

Economic Crisis
Market Conditions
Population Decline
Egalitarian Revolution
Increased Cost of Living
External Controls
Legislative Priorities
Standardized Management
Systems

Federal and State Funding
Programs
High Priority for Education
Economic Stabilization
Antiunion Locality
Restrictive Legal Climate

Institutional

Large Size
Low Salaries
Less than Baccalau•
reate Program
High Teaching Loads
Low Morale and Satis•
faction
Weak Senates and
Faculty Committees

Research Orienta~ion
High Salaries
Graduate Level Programs
Job Seeuri ty
High Morale
Effective Senates
High Peer Judgment
Effective Professionalism

53

Frank R. Kemerer and J. Victor Balridge, Unions on Carnou~,
(San F!"lincisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1975), p. 51.
54Ibid., p. 68.
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Promoting

Hindering

Individual

Low Education
Low Rank
Young
Humanities or Social
Science Discipline
Liberal Ideology

Advanced Education
High Rank
Old
Hard Science or Professional
Field
Conservative Ideolo~;y

Triggering
Events

Specific Problems on
Campus
Changes in Law
Help from Organized
Labor
Active Union
Collective Bargaining

No
No
No
No

Result

Triggering Problems
Permissive Legislation
Help from Industrial Labor
Active Union

No Collective Bargaining

Chapter Three will deal with which of the many variables covered by
the literature this study chose to investigate as well as the manner and
type of investigation.

CHAPTER III
Survey Model
This study chose to concentrate on individual demographic and attitudinal factors as well as specific expressed reasons as possible

indep~ndent

variables affecting the major dependent variables of union membership and
degree of union activity or militancy.

The major purpose of this research

is to discover how the non-union faculty, especially those who never belonged
to the union,

~iffer

from the union faculty, especially those active in union

affairs, in those demographic and attitudinal variables, with liberal-conservative political attitudes being paramount.
The survey model is expressed below:

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

D&~OGRAPHIC 2

~!~I~3

FACTORS

FACTORS

UNION 5
ACTIVITY OR
MILITANCY

DEPENDENT
VARIABLES

,•For

joining, not joining or quitting union, see
items 23 to 26.

questio~,aire

2The following 14 background variables were surveyed: sex, age, race,
class, rank, tenure, religion, salary, department, education, experience,
father's occupation, previous union membership, family union membership. Although demographic variables undoubtedly influence attitudinal factors (as well
as in expressed reasons), the pressures of time and space and the thrust of the
literature caused attention to be directed from the groups of independent
variables immediately to the dependent variables.
3seven indices were used to measure faculty attitudes: union, political,
and educational orientations, college governance issues, student power
role, degree of institutional trust, and degree of political activity.
4 Besides union and non-union, the distinction between those who never
joined and those who quit the union was also considered.
Ssee page 6 for definitions of an active (militant) and non-active
(non-militant) union member.
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The rest of this chapter will present the study design, major
hypotheses and statistical treatments.
Procedure and Design of

St~dy

The general design of this research is a descriptive faculty survey,
a four-page pre-tested

6

questionnaire 7 (See Appendix C) composed of cate.

gorical and Likert-type scale data that was administered to the over
1,300 faculty at the eight city college campuses.
coded by college and instructor and placed

~~

8

The questionnaire was

the individual faculty

member's mailbox along with an explanatory letter (See Appendix D) and
self-addressed stamped envelope.

The chapter chairpersons, union president,

Norman Swenson, friends on the faculties and an occasional administrator,
were most helpful in obtaining the rosters of both union and non•union
members at the various campuses.

Two official sources, The Directory of

Illinois Communitv College, 1974-1975,

1!

and~ Catalog~~

City Colleges

Chicago, 1974-1975, were both very outdated.

6 During the Spring of 1974, the au~hor, after many nonastructured
interviews with his colleagues, administered a preotest of his questionnaire.
Forty were placed in mailboxes of thirty union and ten non-union members of
his colleagues at Loop College. Responses were received from thirty.two,
six of whom were non•union. Since the non-union members' responses
(especially the four never union) were very different from the union
members, the author felt justified in undergoing a survey of the entire
Chicago City College faculty. See Appendix D for pretest results.

7The questionnaire was used because of the geographical seattering
of respondents over eight eampuses, as well as their high edueational
background (masters degree or better). See William J. Goode and PaulK.
Hatt, Methods in Soeial Research (New York: McGraw.Hill Book Co., 1952) 9
PP. 178.82.
8
A ninth eampus, the Chieago Urban Skills Institute, was not
included in this research.

Returns filtered in all during the summer months of June, July
and August, 1975, until 514, or a 41% response r3te, was attained.

During

the last week of August and the first two weeks of September, the City
college system was rocked by its sixth strike in its ten year existence.
After the strike settlement, the author was faced with the decision whether
or not to send out additional mailings to achieve a response rate of SO%
or more.

Would the fresh antagonisms of the strike and faculty changes

make too much of a difference in the responses?

Since the strike was

merely the latest one in a series of confrontations and since there is
very little turnover in the faculty,

9

it was decided to attempt a second

mailing in October of 1975 to all who had not previously responded.

Another

194 questionnaires were received during the next several months for a total

of 768, of which 753 were deemed useable.
It was correctly estimated that a larger return, especially from
the non-union faculty, would result if respondents were encouraged to
blot out the code numbers of the college on each
complete anonymity.

questio~~aire

to ensure

Fifty.six, fourteen of them non-union, chose to

respond precisely that way.
One hundred and two questionnaires from non-union faculty were
received (56 of whom were never in the union) which, in January of 1976,
represented 55% of the 184 non-union members in the system.
respondents, 651 or 541. of the 1,209

10

were union members.

Of the 753
In all,

9

Dr. Buchner, a Chicago City College Board of !rustees members,
during the strike pointed out how few faculty leave the system they were
railing against.

10

Norman G. Swenson, Union President, Letter to Membership,

19 February 1976.
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the 753 questionnaires represented 54% of the total 1,393 faculty members
in the system when the questionnaires were distributed.
of non-returns (46%) is rather common in survey research

The high percent
11

and concern over

bias is lessened if thepopulation is not very diverse. 12
It was not

possib:~e

to discover the overall system percentage of

non-union members who were never in the union or had once been, as well as
the overall percentages of active and non-active union members.
The question of how representative of the system's campuses are
the faculty members who returned their questionnaires is difficult to answer.
Table I gives a summary view of the returns

~y

campus.

Though percentage

of the union returns by campus varies from 33 to 78, the percentages of union
members in the survey who responded by college compared to the percentages of
the union members by college in the system vary by no more than 3% at only
~~o

colleges: Loop, where it is 6.4% over, and Malcolm X, where it is 4.6%

below.

Therefore, the percentages of union members by college campus who

filled out questionnaires is representative of the percentages of union members
in the system by college campuses, especially since almost 7% of the union

faculty did not indicate any campus.
The non-union representation is another matter.

Percentages by

campus vary from a high of 92 to a low of 18 (Loop and Malcolm X again) .
The percentages of the non-union faculty who responded by campus and the
percentages of the non-union faculty by campus in the system is over
3i. at six of the eight campuses with Wright being 11.5% under and Loop

11 Kerlinger stated that most questionnaire survey researchers will
have to be satisfied with a return between 50-60%. See Fred~. Kerlinger,
Foundations of Behavior Research (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.,
1973), p. 414.
12 According to Leslie, concern over bias in a sample with a low responce may be exaggerated if the population under investigation is homogeneous
(e.g., college professors). See Larry L. Leslie, "Are High Response Rates
Essential to Valid Surveys?" Social Science Research 1 (1972):323-334.

Non-Union

Union

Total
liST

ICWP

Return9

CCC :.t

3

Total

Rcturng

CCC :t

3

,,
~u_r:y ~ '1___;_ -

Dlf£~>r--

eace
···--~--

105

59

56i.

8.H

9.1%

+( .'!)

25

18

6R:t

13.6%

18%

+(4.4)

23

11

48%

1.8%

1.7%

-( .1)

11

2

18%

5.9%

2%

-{3.9)

135

48%

23.5%

20.7%

-(2.8)

31

10

32%

16.8%

10%

-(6.8)

136

78%

v. .5%

20.9%

+(6.4)

25

23

92%

13.6%

22%

+(1L6)

3)%

11.6%

7.2%

-Ut.6)

19

8

50%

10.3%

8%

-·(2. ))

6%

+(2.1)

KK
175
HX

on

171

n

45%

lit .u

11.8%

-(2.3)

9

6

66%

SW

123

62

507.

10.2%

9.5%

-( .7)

17

6

35%

9.2%

6%

-(3.2)

187

83

44i.

15 .t.t

12.7%

-(2. 7)

47

15

)0%

25.5%

13%

-(11.5)

A.'W~.

41

TOTAL

651
1

6 .4 1.

15%

----54%

100.0%

100.0%

The abbreviations stnnd for the following eight cnmpuae":

'l

184
liST
ICWP
KK
LOOP
MX
Oil
SW
WR

102
-

55%

100.0%

100%

Hnrry S Trumnn Cnll~>Jl,e (rormerly H"yhlr CollPJl.fl)
Institute of City Wide Program~ (now Chicngo City-~l•
Kennedy-King College
ColleRf'
Thl'! Loop College
Malcolm X College
Oli.v~-Hnrvey College
Southwest College (now Daley College)
Wright College

2These columns list the percent of returno by cnmptm.
Jrheae colunms list by cnmpus the percents of union nnd non-unlon fnculty Jn the CCC system.
4rheae columng list by campus the percentiJ of union and non-union faculty ln the survey.
5Theae column9 list the differencf!s between the percents in the system and in the survey.
6rhe author taught nt Loop College for 10 years which prohnhly
accounts for the significantly higher percent of rPtllr
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being 8.6% over.
by campus.

There is grave doubt about the non-union representation

The high percent of anonymous returns (14%), however, as well

as the almost identical percent of responses of

~nion

members (55 to 547.),

in this author's judgement, balances the unevenness of response indicated
above.
How representative is the study regarding other known population
statistics?

Thirty-two percent of the respondents were women and,

according to the central office,
female in the Fall of 1975.

13 35.5% of the full•time faculty were

Seventeen percent of the respondents were

black, 1.57. Latino, and 2.7% Oriental or Asian.
the Chicago Reporter

14

Latino, and 4.4% Asian.

listed the

~inority

The study published in

faculty as 25% black, 1.57.

The lower response from Kennedy-King

15

and

16
Malcolm X College which had the highest percent of black faculty
(457. and 59%) and Asian faculty (15.6% at Malcolm X) undoubtedly
accounted for the lower response role.
In the Fall of 1975, 11% of the faculty were professors, 25%

13 Telephone interview with Lee Covitt, an aide to Dr. William Stevens,
then Vice Chancellor for Personnel Relations, 7 May 1976.
14~
~harron

Kornegay, "Ci~y Colleges: Mostly olaek Students;
Minority Faculty, One-Third Growing," lh! Chicago Reuor~er, May 1976,
P~

6.

15

Over SO faculty were hired at KK for the Fall 1976 semester and these
new teachers, conscious of just entering a controversial system, were perhaps
reluctant to fill out a questirnL~aire for a private study by someone about
whom they knew nothing.
16
Malcolm X College was highly politicized, racially and union-wise,
by its president, Charles Hurst, in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Hurst
once publicly stated that the union was just "another white racist institu•
tion" and that he would break every clause in the union contract. It's fairly
certain that the suspicions carried over in its low response to a sensitive
questionnaire.
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associates, 36% assistants and 28% instructors.
were 11%, 28%, 37%, and 23%.
obtain.

According to the

17

The survey percentages

Statistics regarding cenure were harder to

~ster

Plan, in the Fall of 1973, just over 100

teachers, under 10% of the faculty, were. untenured.
however; indicated in
faculty untenured.
19
difference.

~y.

18

The Central Office,

1976, that there were about 300 or 20% of the

At any rate, the survey return of 16% splits the

The educational attainments of the respondents were
doctorate and 41% with an

~.A.

17~

with a

plus 30 or more semester hours of graduate

work (the so-called ABDs, All But Dissertation).
Plan, 11% had doctorates and 357. had completed

~aster

According to the

~ore

than 30 semester

~ours.

As Table 2 indicates, the survey's department or discipline
representativeness of full-time faculty is remarkable.

Only Counseling

and library faculty have a difference over two percent (2.9%).

~ost

of

the rest vary less than one percent.

17

rne

same

L~terview with the central administrator.

See

~ote 13.

18

Master Plan for the City Colleges of Chicago (Sunnyvale, Cal.:
Westinghouse Learning Corpor;t~ 1974), p. 89.
19 Part of the difference can be accounted for by the hiring of
approximately 100 new faculty since 1973.
2~aster Plan, pp. 82-83.
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!!lli

~

Percent of Full-Time Faculty in System and Survey by

.

Department or DisciolinP.

3.

ities

Social &5.
Behav. Sci.

16.8

28.9

13.8

6.9

15.3

28.5

13.3

9.8

Bus. &1·
D.P.

Science 2 •
& Math

Other
Career

System
N:sl ,272

12.2

21.4

Survey

12.1

20.8

Human- 4.

Supportive

6.

N•712

Source:

Chicago City College Budget for Fiscal Year 1975-1976.

1. Business and Data Processing
2. Biology, Physical Science and Math
3 · Child Development, Engineering and Technical, Law Enforcement, Nursing,
Police Academy, Physical Education
4. Art, English, Drama, Humanities, Speech
5 • Sociology, Psychology, Economics, History, Political Science,
Geography, Urban Studies
6. Counseling and Library
It appears that the respondents were more than

mini~lly

repre-

sentative of the 1400 faculty in the entire Chicago City Community College
System.
Several indices were adopted from Ladd and Lipset's 1969-1972
study. 21

Their Political Orientation Index, for example, contained five

items - 1972 presidential vote, the legalization of

~rijuana,

busing for

integration, Vietnam, and personal political characterization. (Questions 41,
43 and 44; See Appendix C).

A question on the then current oil crisis

21 Ladd and Lipset Professors, Unlons and Am@riean Higher
9
Educ11tion,
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was substituted for the passe Vietnam issue.

Responses were weighted

from a +1 to a -1 with +5 indicating the most liberal score and -5 the most
conservative.

Ladd and Lipset's student power or orientation index (Question

45) and college governance index (Questions 33 to 37) were adopted unchanged
and weighted from a +8 to a -8 in the direction of favoring greater to
lesser student control and from a negative to a less negative attitude
toward the administration.
Five indices were developed for this study: union aetivity, union
orientation, education orientation, institutional trust, and political activity.

The union active index paralleled the definition of an active

member on page 6.

If a faculty member was an officer, delegate, and

attended house of representatives and chapter meetings (Questions 19 to 22)
a score of +4 was given.

If not, a -4.

The·union orientation index included Question 7 (family membership
in union), Question 8 (family sentiment toward unions), and Question 29
(personal sympathy toward unions striking).
in the directions of unions

~

to -6.

The responses were weighted

The education orientation included

Question 32 on affirmative action and items taken from question 37 - IQ
tests being culturally biased, equality of educational opportunity, race
and IQ, F grade, and vocational-technical stress.

Strong agreement, except

for the race and IQ statement, assumed greater liberal leanings and were
weighted from a +10 to -10.
The institutional trust index referred to Question 38 and also
were weighted from a +10 to -10 in the direction of greater to lesser
trust with a neutral category for neither trust nor distrust.

Finally,
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a simple political activity index was developed based on question 30 (teachers'
unions taking a stand on non-union political issues) and question 40 (extent
of political activity).

If a faculty member strongly agreed with the state-

ment of greater union political involvement in non-union matters and indicated
frequent political activity, that individual was rated more politically active
on a scale from +4 to -4.
To overcome the response-set variance of neither agree nor disagree
category, a forced choice of strongly agree, agree, disagree and strongly
disagree was employed.

However, an implied neutral category was used when

a question (usually of a sensitive nature) was not answered by a significant
percentage (over 5%).
Items in each of the indices were correlated (Pearson correlation
coefficients) 22 among themselves mostly at the
at least at the
from the indices.

.05 level.

.001 significance level but

Some items did not correlate and were dropped

For example, responses regarding Congress and the Supreme

Court in question 38 did not correlate with responses regarding other institutions in the institutional trust index and were dropped.

Statements concerning

vocational-technical and remedial education in question 37 were also deleted
from the educational orientation index.
All the indices, except the institutional trust index, correlated
positively with each other at significant levels from

.001 to

.05.23

Outside of the intercorrelations of index items and of the indices with each
other, no reliability measures were presented by Ladd and Lipset for the various
22 The Pearson correlation coefficients ranged from .15 to .58,
with most .30 or over.
23 The Pearson correlation coefficients ranged from a low of .06
(union activity and student orientation indices) to a high of .54 (political and educational oriencation indices) .
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indices, but the clarity of both the meaning of the individual items
and also of the instructions to the respondents
duplicated in this study.

~ere

attempted to be

Also, most of the items in the questionnaire

were of fixed response leading to greater reliability.

While consistency,

accuracy, and dependability of measurement is very important, one could
be consistently and accurately measuring something else than what was intended.
Besides the study of other questionnaires used in comparable
research, the pretest and the unstructured interviews with colleagues
were attempts to increase the content validity of the measuring instru.
ment as well as to discover the accepted criteria for the measurement
of pertinent variables.

For example, presidential voting behavior

and selfalabeling are two common criteria for measuring one's.liberal•
conservative political orientation.
Statistical treatments included frequency distributions and
contingency tables in simple and multiple cross-tabulations as indicated
significant by chi-square.

Correlations used for categorical variables

to determine the extent of the established relationship were the con•
tingency coefficient, gamma and phi.

For Llkertotype scaled data, the

various indices were computed 9 judged significant by

chi~square

and

also included in frequency distributions and contingency tables.

MAJOR HYPOTHESES
After an analysis of the pertinent literature, the following
hypo~heses

were proposed to give direction to this descriptive survey

and ease study analysis:
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indices, but the clarity of both the meaning of the individual items
and also of the instructions to the respondents were attempted to be
duplicated in this study.

Also, most of the items in the questionnaire

were of fixed response leading to greater reliability.

While consistency,

accuracy, and dependability of measurement is very important, one could
be consistently and accurately measuring something else than what was intended.
Besides the study of other questionnaires used in comparable
research, the pretest and the unstructured interviews with colleagues
were attempts to increase the content validity of the measuring instru•
ment as well as to discover the accepted criteria !or the measurement
of pertinent variables.

For example, presidential voting behavior

and self•labeling are two common criteria !or measuring one's)iberal•
conservative political orientation.
Statistical treatments included frequency distributions and
contingency tables in simple and multiple cross-tabulations as indicated
significant by chi-square.

Correlations used for categorical variables

to determine the extent of the established relationship were the eon•
tingency coefficient, gamma and phi.

For Likertctype scaled data, the

various indices were computed, judged significant by

chi~square

and

also included in frequency distributions and contingency tables.
MAJOR HYPOTHESES

After an analysis of the pertinent literature, the following
hypotheses were proposed to give direction to this descriptive survey
and case study analysis:
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1.

The most pro union faculty, the union active, compared to
the least pro union faculty, those who have never joined
the union, will be influenced by the independent variables
surveyed to the following extent:
a.

The more politically and educationally conservative
will be more never union while the more politically
and educationally liberal will be more union aetive.

b.

The older, white, female, upper-middle or upper class
Protestants from a nonounion background who teach in the
natural sciences or business departments and who have
more teaching experience and higher educational attain•
ments will be more never union.

c.

The younger, non-white, lower or lower-middle class males
who teach in the social science or humanities departments and who have less teaching experience and lower
educational attainments will be more union active.

d.

The less politically active, the more trusting of major
social institutions, the more satisfied with a community
college teaching career will be more never union, while
the more politically active, the less trusting of major
social institutions, the less satisfied with a community
college teaching career will be more union active.

2.

The faculty who have never been union members did not join
Local 1600 because they believe that:
a.

Unions are unprofessional and identified with manual
workers.
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b.

that. unions are too concerned with their own interests

and take away from excellence.
c.
3.

that Local 1600 is too radical and strikes too much.

The faculty who previously belonged to but quit Local 1600
did so because they;
a.

were never committed to unionism in the first place
and only joined out of peer pressure.

b.

dislike the present union leadership.

c.

were against the issues in one strike and believe the
union strikes too much.

4.

The faculty who previously belonged to but quit Local 1600
are more like the union non.active than the faculty who
have never been union.

5.

The active union members:
a.

originally joined Local 1600 because they believe that:
1)

faculty power cannot be obtained any other way.

2)

collect! ve ba.rgaining is the only path 1 eft to
profess! onali sm.

3)

unionism brings greater personal, as well as professional freedom.

4)
b.

the City Colleges administration is very poor.

The union active, compared to all the non-union faculty,
will be influenced by the independent variables to the
following extent:
1)

The young, Jewish, untenured men from a working class
and union family background who teach in the social
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science or humanities departments and who have pre.
vious union experience, lower rank and salary, and
lower educational attainments will be more union
active while the older, non-Jewish, tenured women
from a non-working class or non-union family back•
ground, who teach in the natural science and business
departments, who have not had previous union ex.
?erience, and who have a higher rank, salary, and
education will be more nonounion.
2)

The politically and educationally more liberal,
the more politically active, the less trusting of
major social institutions (especially the City College
Administration), and the less satisfied with a
community college teaching career will be more union
active while the opposite will be true of the more
non.union.

6.

The non-active union faculty originally joined Local 1600
because of peer pressure, ln gratitude for benefits won, for
greater job security, because they believe unionism is the
only way to obtain adequate salary and fringe benefits, and
because they believe the City Colleges administration is
very poor.

Regarding the above categorical and scaled

variables, they are more like the non-union than active
union faculty.
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Limitations~

Questionnaire Study

As indicated in the first chapter, there are serious limitations
in the use of a questionnaire.

Though it can be administered to large

numbers relatively easily, though it encourages honesty and frankness
if anonymous, and though it can achieve greater reliability if

m~st

of

its items are of a closed type, the questionnaire's principal disadvan.
tages .are its low percent of returns and inability to cheek the responses
given. 24

Since 46% of the Chicago Community College teachers did not

respond, and since it was not possible to interview a random sample of
non-respondents, valid generalizations are difficult 0
Weisberg and Bowen point out, nonetheless, that those who refuse
to respond usually do not differ too much from those who do respond

25

other than being less cooperative.

The higher the refusal rate,

however, the more important it is to determine whether the refusals
are concentrated among a certain group in the population.

In this study,

the low response from black and other suspicious faculty at Kennedy•King
and Malcolm X do then somewhat invalidate any generalizations made for
the entire City

C~llege

faeulty.

The tollowing chapter will deal with the analysis and evaluation
of the findings of this study.

2

~erlinger, 2.2• ~., pp. 414 and 487.

25 Herbert F. lieisberg and Bruee D. Bowen, An Introduction to
Survev Research and Data Analysis (San Francisco: w. H. Freeman and Co.,
19?7)' p. 36.

CHAP'IER 4

ANALYSIS AND E"iALUATION OF FINDINGS

When comparing the 653 union faculty

~emher3

with the 102 non.

union faculty, the following background or career variables were sur1
2
prisingly not found significant by the chi•square statistic: sex,
department, family membership in union, rank, tenure, race, religion,
father's occupation, previous union membership, education, and teaching
experience at the high school level.

Besides age, class, salary,

family attitude toward unions and teaching experience in the Chicago City
Colleges, at other colleges, or on the elementary school level, what
was found to be most significant were the attitudinal factors

o

political

and educational liberal-conservatism, union orientation pro or con, and
views toward student power on campus.

3

lstatistical significance is defined throughout as equal to or
less than .OS or else the relationship between the variables is thought
to have occurred by chance.
2

Sex, which consistently has been identified as an independent
variable in other studies of faculty unionism, in particular, was sur•
prisingly not found to be significant. Perhaps this was due to the fact
that most of the other studies were done at the K.t2 level (Cole, 1969)
or at the university level (Feuille and Blandin, 1974). It is also
possible that the Chicago City College Division of AFT Local 1600 is
unique, or at least unusual, in its apparent lack of sexism.
3see Appensix E for discussion of results.
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When comparing the two groups of nonounion faculty, the 44 who
previously belonged to the union and the 58 who never joined the union,
the following background and career variables were also not found to

b~

significant: race, religion, class, family union membership, department,
family attitude toward unions, and teaching experience in other colleges
and on the elementary school level.
were found to be significant.

In addition, no attitudinal variables

The few variables found important were

sex, age, salary, tenure, rank, father's occupation, education and Chicago
City College teaching experience.

4

When the 653 union members were divided up into the 233 union
active (see definition on page 6) and the 420 union not active, more
variables becam$ significant.

.

The large percentage of union active

(36%) was not a surprise since the eight chapters surveyed all have their
own set of leaders; since democratic participation has been a union
tradition; since a more educated group usually has a heightened sense
of participation, and since the conflict atmosphere derived from the
many strikes and threats of strikes have kept many faculty alert to what
they perceive as irrationality or harassment on the part of the admin•
!stratton.
While sex, class, occupation of father, teaching experience in
other colleges and at the secondary and elementary levels, as well as
political and educational orientations were still not found to be signi•
ficant, age, race, religion, family union membership, family attitude
toward unions, rank, salary, tenure, department, education, teaching
experience in the Chicago City Collegea, and previous union membership
4

See Appendix E for discussion of results.
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were discovered to be distinguishing variables.

Other significant

relationships were attitudes toward the administration, student power,
unions, and degree of political activity.

5

The comparisons, however, that contained the greatest number
of distinguishing variables and the highest degrees of slgnifleanee
were between the most pro union faculty, those active in union affairs,
and the least pro union or the most anti union faculty who have never
joined the union.

(See hypotheses on pages 52 to 54).

The succeeding

sections will deal directly with these results.
Hypotheses #1 • Union Active and Never Union Faculty
1.

The most pro union faculty, the union active, compared to
the least pro union faculty, those who have never joined
the union, will be influenced by the independent variables
surveyed to the following extent:
a.

The more politically and educationally conservative
will be more never union while the more politically and
educationally liberal will be more union active.

b.

The older, white, female, upperomiddle or upper class
Protestants from a non-union background who teach in the
natural sciences or business

depar+~ts

and who have

more teaching experience and higher educational attain•
sents will be more never union.
e.

The younger, non•white, lower or lower•middle class males
who teach in the social seienee or humanities departmenta and who have less teaching experience and lower

5

See Appendix E tor discussion of results.
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educational attainments will be more union active.
d.

The less politieally active, the more trusting of major
social institutions, the more satisfied with a community
college teaching career will be more never union, while
the more politically active, the less trusting of major
social institutions, the less satisfied with a community
college teaching career will be more union active,

Using the chi square statistic, no statistical significance
was found regarding several variables listed in the first set of
descriptive

hypot~eses

• sex, class, race, degree of political activity,

union or non-union background, degree of institutional trust, and satls•
faction with a community college teaching career.

Therefore, women,

those from an upper•middle or uppep class background, the white, the
more politically aetiYe, those from a non-union background, those more
trusting of major social institutions and those more satisfied with a
community college teaching career were not more likely to be more anti•
union or less pro union than their counterparts.
Table 4.1 indicates the variables in the hypotheses that were
found to be significant and thus suggest a relationship between them
and whether one is for or against faculty unions.
As expected, political orientation was one of the most signi•
!icant variables.

Collapsing all negative and positive scores ot the

PGlitical orientation index (see pages 48 and 49) to cons•rvative and
liberal 9 Table 4.2 visually presents the results.
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T.AaU: 4.1
SIGNIFICA.~T

H'iPOTHESIZEO VARIABLES

B!:!WEEN UNION ACTIVE AND NEVE& UNION FACULTY

Variable

Chi Square

Degrees of
Freedom

Level of
S 1gni f1 cance

30.01

7

.001

*

Educational Orientation

34.76

16

.001

*

Chicago City College
experience
Department

17.65

5

.001

21.18

6

.001

Other college experience

29.82

15

9.15

2

.01

Education

13.55

5

.01

Political Activity

30.01

7

.05

&ellgion

10.61

4

.os

~olitlcal

Orientation

P'amlly att1 tude

.01 *

*

Age
8.36
3
.OS
*chi-squares and si§nifieance levels when collapsed are 1n Appendix G.

The observed and expected cell percentages of liberal and conservatlve union active and never union faculty v•re different, 51 to 47
and 8 to 12, for liberal, and 12 to 16 and 8 to 4 for conservative.
This last indicated that twice the percentage of conservatives were never

union than vere expected to be by chance.

The column percents were also

diverse with 86% of the liberal faculty being active and only
the eonaervative with 14%

L"'\d

41% being never union.

59~

of

The contingency

coe!f1elent ot o31 and the gamma ot .40 denote moderate strength to
the eatabllahed relationship.

!he tact that almost 60~ of the faculty

reapon41ng were liberal, while only 20% were conservative, concurs vith
the view mentioned in Chapt.er I, t.hat college faeul ties are much lllOre

lett ot center than t.he average American.
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TABLE 4.2

POLITICAL ORIENTATION

Percentage of Distribution of Scores on Political Orientation Index 6
Conservative

Totals

Li t>eral

M~derate

Union Actl ve
(N•233)

59

(12/16)

84

(18/17)

86

(51/ 47)

80

Never Union
(N•58)

41

( 8/4)

16

( 3/4)

14

( 8/12)

20

' 20 )

100

( 21 )

100

( 59 )

100

TOTALS

'

N•58
contingency coefficient• .31

N - 291

N• 61

N•l72
gamma• .40

Regarding conservative and liberal educational orientation, the
same procedure was followed using the educational orientation index
(see page 49).

The conclusions are illustrated in Table 4.3.
TABLE 4.3
EDUCATIONAL

ORIL~ATION

Percentage ot 01str1but1on of Scores on Educational Orientation Indexi
Liberal
Totals
Conservative
Moderate
Union Active
(N•233)

62

(7/10)

Never Union
(N-58)

-100

38

(5/2)
(12)

N•291
N•34
contingency coefficient • .33

68

32
100
N•22

-

(5/6)
(2/1)

-(7)

gamma •

84

(68/66)

80

16 ( 13/15)
100
(81)
N•235
•• 29

-100

-

-

20

6In all of the following tables, regarding Hypotheses #1 (Tables
4.4 to 4.20), the numbers 1n parentheses refer to the observed and ex.
?ected cell percentages (the observed will always be first). The numbers
not ln parentheses, with the exeeptlon of the N's, refer to the column
Percentages.
7

See footnote 6.
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Though the moderates swing over to the conservative side in this
table, only 16% of the liberals never joined the union while 38%,
more than twice the percentage of the conservatives, did not do so.

At

the same time, 84% of the liberals are union active while only 62% of the
conservatives are.

Looking at the observed and expected percentages of

each of the cells, there are differences also indicating the liberals
are more union active and the conservatives more never union.
negative gamma ( •• 29) above means that as the
li~eral,

fa~4lty

The

becomes more

they become less never union, and as they become more conser-

vative, they become more never or anti-union.
Contrary to expectations, teaching experience on the highly
unionized K-12 levels, as previously indicated in the beginning of the
chapter, was not found to be important in distinguishing the active
union from the never union faculty.

With over 70% of the public K-12

teachers unionized in the country, it was assumed that those with that
lover level of experience 8 would be ~ore union oriented.

9

Teaching experience in other college systems and the Chicago
City Colleges, however, were found to be significant as Tables 4.4 and

4,5 reveal.
There appears to be a clear pattern in which the 25% of the
faculty who are new to the Chicago City College system (1·5 years) do not

8
Forty.two percent ot the union active and 29% of the never union
have had high school experience and 1~ and 12% respectively have taught
on the elementary level.
9 Perhaps partly respon•ible is the failure ot the researcher
to distinguish between the highly unionized public and very n~·unionized
Private sectors.
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TABLE 4.4
YEARS EXPERIENCE • CHICAGO CITY COLLEGES
Percentage Distributions
over
20

11·15

Union Active

66 (16/20)

86 {40/38)

34 (9/5)

14 (7/9)

90 {13/12)

Totals

71 (4/3)

91 ( 8/7)

80

29 (2/3)

9 ( 1/2)

20

(N•229)

Never Union
(N•54)

100 {47)

100 (25)

N•l32
N•70
contingency coefficient • .37

N•283

participate as much (66%)
Colleges over 6 years.

-100 (15)

100 (6)

100 ( 9)

N•41

N•l7

N•23

10 (2/3)

100

gamma • •· 30

as those who have been teaching in the City

In fact, as the contingency percentages suggest,

even those with over 20 years experience have a higher rate of union
activity and thus a lower rate of never unionness than would be expected

?Y

chance.

This is a dramatic reversal from the hypothesis suggested,

namely, that the younger would be more active and the older more never
union.

It obviously takes zany faculty members time to adjust to being

an active member of a militant union as well as to join the union.

The

negative gamma ( •• 30) reveals the direction and extent of this surprising
finding.

experience in other college systems is comparable to the Chicago City
College experience.
Among the 127 (44%) union active and never union faculty who had
other college teaching experience

th~re

is greater union aetlvlty (95%)

and much less never unionism ( 5'1.) than among those with moderate ex•
Perienee (6·10 years) than expected by chance and nruch les.s activity (42X)
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TABLE 4.5
YEARS

EXPERIENCE • OTHER COLLEGE SYSTEMS
Percentage Distributions
6.. to

1-5
Union Active
(N•lOl)

81

( 61/60)

~5

Never Union
(N•26)

19

( 14/15)

5

OYer 10 years

Totals

(15/13)

42

(4/8)

80

(1/3)

58

(6/2)

20

(75)
100 (16)
100
N•20
N•95
N•l27
contingency coefficient - .44

-

100 ( 10)
N•12
gamma • • 32

100

among those with the most experience (over 10 years).

There is no

significant difference among those with the least experience (1 to 5
years).

The hypothesis that those with the most experience will be less

actiYe and more never L~ion appears accurate, but those with moderate
experience are even more active and less never union than those with the
least experience.

It is interesting that only

19~

of the faculty coming

from what were probably non-unionized college systems, did not choose
to join the union.

Perhaps the faculty that transferred from other

colleges already leaned toward unions or accepted union membership as
a priee for working in a system with good salary and benefits in a
tight job market period.
While the faet of previous family union membership was not
found to be signifi eant, family attitudes toward unions were di seovered
to be important as presented in Table 4.6.
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TA.SL!..4.6
FAMILY ATTITUDES TOWARD UNIONS
Percentage Distributions
Con

Totals

Pro

Neutral

Union Active (N•233)

72

( 13/12)

73

( 33/36)

88 ( 35/32)

80

Never Union (N-58)

28

(3/4)

27

( 11/8)

12 ( 5/8)

20

TOTALS
N•291

100 ( 16)
N•l15

contingency coefficient • .17

100

100 (40)
N•l31

100 (44)
N•45

gamma • • 38

Twenty.eight percent of those whose families

di~played

negative

union attitudes never joined the union while only 12% of those with
positive union attitudes never joined.

In addition, there is a 167.

difference in the percentage of eon and pro families that ·are union
active.

There is not much difference between the observed and expected

pereent•ges of the 16% of the faculty whose family attitudes were
negative toward unions, but the 40% whose families were pro union were
More union active and less never union than expected.

Those with neutral

family attitudes, however, were more never union than expected.

The

gamma of .38 also indicates at least a moderately strong relation•
ship between family attitudes toward unions and degree of union
activity, as well as vhy some faculty never joined the union.
The hypothesis that nonwunion faculty have attained higher
levels of education appears not to be accurate as Table 4.7 illustrates.
The observed percentage of never

~tion

and union active is

exactly the same as expected by ehance while those with a masters plus
30 or more &raduate semester hour3 (the largest category • 45%) are more
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TABU: 4. 7
EWCATION

Percentage Distributions
Masters

10

+15.29

11

+30 or more

11

Doetorate

t'Z

Total

Union Active
(N•2 31)

69 (12/15)

77 (14/15)

87 ( 39/36)

81 ( 15/15)

81

Never Union
{N•55)
TOTAlS

31 ( 6/3)

23 (4/3)

13 { 6/9)

19 {4/4)

19

N • 286

100 (18)

100 {18)

N•51

N•52

100 {45)

N•l31
gamma •

contl ngency coefficient • .21

100 (19)

100

N•52

... 15

active and, therefore, less never union than expected.

Also, those with

the lowest educational levels are much more never union (31%) and less
union active {69%) and those with 15 to 29 hours beyond the masters are
more never union than expected.
negative relationship.

The small gamma (o.l5) indicates this

The relatively high percent of never union at the

lowest educational level perhaps could be explained by the time lag in
joining the union

~any

Chicago City Colleges.
10

M.A.

experience when first beginning teaching in the
13

or M.s. or equivalent.

11Masters plus graduate semester hours.
12 Ph.D., Ed.D., or J.D.
13

The system is not a closed shop and it is probably only
during strikes that .uch pressure is placed on nonounion members to
join.
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Collapsing the political activity index (see page 50), whose
5 eores

ranged from -4 to +4, into all negative (politically inactive)

and all non-negative (politically active) scores, the cross tabulations
in Table 4.8 were formed.
TABLE 4.8

DEGREE OF POLITICAL ACTIVITY
Percentage Distributions
Inactive

Totals

Active

Union Active (N-232)

72

( 38/43)

88

( 41/37)

80

Never Union (N•58)

28

( 15/10)

12

(6/10)

20

100

(53)

100

( 47)

100

TOTALS
N • 290

N•l51

N•l39
guna - .38

contingency coefficient • .24

Since 28% of the politically inactive are never union (more
than is expected by chance) and 72% are union active (less than expected
by chance), since the politically active are more union active than is
expected by chance, and since the correlations are in the moderate range,
the hypothesis that the never union faculty are less active politically
and that the union active are more politically active appears to be
upheld.

The fact that almost half of the faculty (47%) were designated

as politically active is an indication of the greater participation of
the more educated groups in the political syste• and the feeling among
large numbers of faculty that political backing of their eeono.ie and
educational concerns, especially at the local and state level, is crucial.
It was hypothesized that a slgnifi eant nU'dlber of non.union faeul ty
would be members of the natural

sci~nees

or business departments.
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Table 4.9 presents the results.
TABLE 4.9

DEPARTMENTS
Percentage Dlstri butio!ls

Union Actl ve
(N-222)

·

s~ro
ve 14

Soc:
Sci. 15

l1uman. 16
1ties· ·

92 (9/8)

91 (15/12)

86 (24/22)

79 ( 18/20)

67 (7/9) 58 (6/9) 81

14 (4/6)

21 (6/4)

33 (4/2) 42 ( 5/2)· 19

8 (1/2)

Never Union
(N•53)

Totals
N•275

100
N•26

(10)

9 (1/4)

--

Sci.
& Matnl 1

Bus~

otfier9 Tot.
Car.
als

& D.P 18

-- --

100 ( 16)

100 (28)

100 (24)

100 ( 11) 100 ( 11) 100

N•45

N•80

N•63

M·30

N•31

contingency coefficient • .27
In general, the hypothesis appears accurate with 91% and 86% of
the Social Science and Humanities faculty being active while only 79%
and 67% of the Science-Math and Business•Data Processing are active.
The Social Science department members were more union active or less never
uni~n

than the Humanities, and the Business and Data Processing members

less active or more never union than would be expected by chance.

The

hypothesis, however, !ailed to take into account the 92% of the Counseling•
Library faculty who are active and the Other Career who are the least
active (58%) and, therefore, have the highest percent of never union
faculty (42%).
14

Counseling and Library.

15Sociology, Psychology, Eeona.ics, HistorJ, Political Science,
Geography, Urban Studies.
16Art, English, Drama, Humanities, Speech.
17

Biology, Physical Science and Math
18
Business and Data Processing.
19

Child Development, Engineering and Technical, Law Enforcement,
Nursing, Police Aeademy, Physical Education.
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The last two variables suggested as independent in the hypotheses
that were found significant are religion and age.

Table 4.10 and 4.11

display the results.
TABLE 4.10

RELIGION

Percentage Distributions
Protestant

Catholic

Jewish

Other

None

Totals

Union Active
(N•230)

70 ( 19/22) 78 (22/22) 92 ( 15/13) 88 ( 10/9) 83 ( 13/13)

Never Union

30 (9/6)

22 (6/6)

8 ( 1/3)

12 ( 1/2)

80

17 ( 3/3)

20

(N•58)

100 (28)
Tc;,tals 100 (28)
N•80
N•81
N • 288
contingency eoeffi eient • .19

100 ( 16)
N•47

100 ( 11)

N•33
gamma • ... 29

100 (16)

100

N•47

TABLE 4.11

AGE
Percentage Distributions
Under 35

35-49

Union Active
(N-233)

68 (12/14)

~1

Never Union

32 (6/4)

19 (9/10)

(40/39)

Over 60

50-60

Totals

87 (26/24)

70 (2/2)

80

13 (4/6)

30 ( 1/1)

20

(N•S8)

Totals

100 ( 18)

100 ( 49)

100 {30)

100 (3)

100

N•86

contingency coefficient • .17

g allllla

- •• 2 6

As expected, Protestants were less active (70%) and more non-union
(30%) than expected, L~d Jews were much more active (92~) and the least

inclined not to join the union (8%) with Catholics not indicating any
significant differences between the observed and expected cell frequencies.
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surprisingly, the youngest faculty were the most non-union (32%),
while the middle category of 50 to 60 years was the most active and least
never union (87% and 13%).

The age

gro~p

active and less never union than expected.

35 to 49 was juat a bit more
Though there is a small

N (10), the rate of non-unionism among those over 60 years is not more
than would

~e

expected by chance.

Therefore, the hypotheses that the

younger are more union active and the older are more never union is
rejected though there is a lessening of union activity and thus an in•
crease in never unionism when one goes from the most active 50-60 category
to the over 60.

The fact that tha young are less union active and more

never union might be explained by the occupational socialization that
takes place among many who enter the Chicago City College system with no
previous union experience.

After a time they become socialized to the

norm of union membership, especially since there is a strike on the
average of every two years that entails much pressure from certain
union members to join the union and not to cross picket lines as well
as to seek safety in numbers.
Variables found significant that were not originally taken into
consideration

20

by the hypotheses were salary, rank, tenure, degree of

political activity, college governance attitude, student power views, and,
of course, attitude toward unions in general.

Table 4.12 lists the

shove in order of statistical signitieance as measured by chi-square.

20stnce several studies were published after the inception of
this study, several variables were not included ln the original hypotheses.
In addition, a second reading of all the literature revealed the importance of additional variables.
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TABLE 4.12
OTHER. SIGNIFICANT

VAIU~LES

UNION AcriVE AND NE:Vt.1 UNION FACULTY

...

ChleSquare

Degrees ot
Freedom

rlevel of
Significance

Un1 on Ori ent.at.l on

44.27

12

College Governance Attitude

52.92

11

Student Power Views

32.66

13

*
.001 *
.001 *

Tenure

10.88

1

.001

Rank

12.71

3

.001

Variable

.001

Salary
11.12
3
.01
*chi-squares and signifieanee levels vhen collapsed are in Appendix G.

The union orientation index (see page 49) scores which ranged
!rom a .6

tQ

a +6 were collapsed into negative or anti-union and positive

or pro-union categories as illustrated 1n Table 4.13.

TABLE

4.13

UNION ORIENTATION
Percentage Dist.ribution ot Scores on Union Orient.ation Index-2 1
Negative

Neut.ral

Positive

Totals

Union Active (N-233)

71 (31/35)

95 (5.7/4.7)

86 (43/40)

80

Never \Jni on (N•48)

29 (13/9)

5 (.3/1.3)

14 (7/10)

-

20

Tot&ls
N-291

100 (44)

N•l27

contingency coefn cient •

.36

100 (6)
N•l9

100 (50)
N•145

g.umua - •• 39

Two patterrus eaDerge in the above table.

One 1s that very few

o! the union active and never union faculty are neutral about unions
21see footnote No. 6.

100

(6~),
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~ith

the rest of the faculty split fairly evenly between those with

negative and positive views (44% and 50%).

Another is that 29% of

those with negative scores were never in the union while only 17% of
those with positive scores never joined • a difference, as the observed
and expected eell percentages indicate, that could not have happened
by chance.

The moderately high negative gamma ( •• 39) and the eontin•

geney coefficient (.36) infer the extent and direction of this relation•
ship.
The college

gov~rnance

index (see page 49) attempts to measure

the degree of alienation of faculty toward the eentral and local admin•
istration, as well as toward the Board of Trustees.
scores were collapsed that ranged from a

.a

Once again, the

to a +8 in the direction of

a negative to a positi•e attitude toward the administration.

Table 4.14

summarizes the results.

TABLE 4.14
COLLEGE GOVER.."WiCE ATTITUDE

Percentage Distri button of Scores on College Governance Index
P1ui ti ve

Neutral

22

Negative

Total

Union Active (N-233)

75 (.7/1.0)

79 ( 3.8/3.8)

85 (69.4/65.1)

80

Never Union (N•58)

25 (.6/.3)

21 (l.0/1.0)

15 (14.5/18.8)

20

100 ( 1.3)
N•291
N•4
contingency coefficient • • 39
Totals

100 ( 4.8)
N•l4
ga1111Ba - •• 48

100 (83.9)
N•273

100

What is interesting about Table 4.14 is the minute percentage of
union active and never union faculty who possess positive
22 See footnote No. 6.

(1.4~)

or even
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neutral (4.8%) views of the administration, and thus almost 84% have
a negative view.

At this point, one is reminded that the eollege govern•

anee index which, as indicated above, measures faculty attitude toward
the administration, was taken entirely from the Ladd and Lipset study
(see page 49).

Since there were differences between the percents of

positive and negative seores of the union active (85% to 151.) and
never union (75% and 25%), one can also conclude that those with a
negative view of the administration are more union active and less never
union, while those with a positive view, though very few, are less union
active and more never union.
The views of the union active faculty and never union faculty
toward student power issues was another important variable.

Table 4.15

illustrates the results after collapsing all negative and positive scores
of the student orientation index (page 49).
TABLE 4.15
STUDENT POWER VI E'wS

Percentage Distribution of Scores on Student Orientation Index 23
Con
Union Active (N•233)

75 (41/44)

Never Union (N•58)

25 (13/10)

100 (54)
N•291
N•158
eontl ngency eoeffi cient • • 32
Totals

Neutral
76

( 9/5)

(3/7)
-10024 (12)
-

Pro
89 ( 31/28)

--

11 ( 3/6)

100 (34)
N•99
N•34
ga1111a - •• 24

Totals
80

20

-100

The first fact to note is that only 34% of the previously established
liberal faculty favor more student control over college decision areas while
23 see footnote No. 6.
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over half (54%) have negatt.ve,.
in this regard.

l!J()t"e

tradi ttonal, more conservative views

Of the 34% who are more pro student activism 7 however,

a significant percent are more union active and less never union than

would be expected by chance.
Only 11% of those that scored positively toward student power and
control were never union, while 25% of those who scored negatively were
never union.

It is clear that there is a relationship between views

of student power and whether one has never joined the union or is active
in the union.
Tenure, rank and salary were also found significant when com.
paring union active and never union faculty as

~ables

4.16 to 4.18

demonstrate.
!ABLE 4.16

TENURE
Percentage Distri buttons
Tenured

Untenured

Union Active (N•2 31)

84

(72/69)

Never Union (N•SB)

16

(14/17)

Totals

100
N•250
gallllla • • 55

~-289

phi - .21

(86)

Totals
(8/6)

80

41

(6/8)

20

100
N•39

(14)

100

59

-

TABLE 4.17
RANK

Percentage Distributions
Instructor

Prof.;

Totals

Asst. Prof.

Assoc. Prof.

Union Aeti ve (N•232) 64 ( 13/16)

81 (30/29)

88 (25/22)

85 (12/11)

80

~ever

19 ( 7/8)

12 ( 3/6)

15 (2/3)

20

Union (N•58)
Totals

N•290

36 (7/4)

-100 (20)
-

N•59
contingency coefficient • .20

-

100 (37)
100 (28)
N•109
N•81
gamma • .34

100 (14)
N•41

100
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TABLE 4.18
SALARY

Percentage Distributions

$11 ,ooo.
Union Active

$15,600".
19,999

14,999
69 (14/17)

88 ( 3i /34)

31 (7/4)

12 ( 5/8)

$25,000

s2~,ow

Totais

and over
24,999
76 (27/28) 76 (2.7/2.4)

80

(N•2 32)

Never Union

-

(N•58)

Totals 100 (21)

N•61

N-290

100 (42)

12 (.3/.6)

. 24 (8/7)

-

100 ( 3)

100 (35)

20
100

N•l20

Contingency coeffi ei ent • .19

g811mla • ... 06

The above three tables illustrate the fact that there is a sig•
nificantly higher percent of never union faculty who are untenured

(41%), of the lowest rank of instructors (36%), and of those with the
lowest salaries (31%) than would be expected by chance.

All three of

these variables, of eourse, are related to each other since the untenured
instructors receive the lowest salary.

This continues the pattern found

with age in Table 4.17 and years teaching ex?erience in the Chicago
City Colleges in Table 4.4 that the youngest, least educated, untenured,
instructors with the lowe3t salaries and least experience are the most
prone to never joining the union and thus the least active union members.
This is the exact opposite of what was predicted by the literature and
the hypotheses.

-

HYPotheses 12 • Why Non-Union Faculty Did
2.

~ot

Jotn the Union.

The faculty who have never been union members did not join
Local 1600 Lecause they believe that:
a.

unions are unprofessional and identllied with manual
workers.

76

b.

that unions are too concerned with their own interests
and take away from excellence.

e.

that Loeal 1600 is too radieal and strikes too mueh.

The second set of major hypotheses listed above refers to the
reasons why a small percentage of the faculty (8%) did not choose to
join the union.

Fifty.six of the 58 (97%) never union faculty specified

why they refused to join.

Reasons that were selected from a review of

the literature and from the study's prectest were in the main, but not
completely, indicative, as Table 4.19 reveals.

As specified in Table

~.19,

the main reasons for not joining

refer to the traditional fear that one's professional status is somehow
diminished though only 7% are against unions beeause the latter are
identified with manual workers.

Strikes or fear of radieal labeling,

while there (9%), do not appear to be the erucisl reasons.

Therefore,

while hypotheses 2a and 2b appear to have some validity since up to
45% of all never union have indicated same, the hypotheses that the
never union faculty did not join Local 1600 because it is too radical
and strikes too mueh cannot be accepted since only 13% and 25% e! all
the never union indicated sa.e as a reason.

Perhaps even the hardeore

nonaunion faculty haYe become somewhat socialized to the many strikes
(see Appendix B) that the Chicago City Colleges have had.

At any

rate, many of the non•union faculty do not eross the picket lines during
a strike and thus, in effect, are on strike.
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TABLE 4.19
REASONS WHY NEVER UNION FACULTY (No 56)
DID NOT JOIN UNION
% Selected

Reasons 24

l.st

% Selected25 % of All 'who25
Selected
as lsto3rd

1. Unions are unprofessional.

16~

38%

45%

z.

14~

271.

36%

3. Unions take away from ex ..
cellence.

11%

34%

38%

4. Local 1600 is too radl cal.

9%

141.

25%

5. Local 1600 strikes too much.

9%

11%

13%

6. Local 1600's leadership is
poor.

9%

9'%

9'%

7. Unions are identified with

7%

9%

14%

25%

25%

25%

Uniofts,are,selfishly OOft•
cerned with own interests.

manual workers.
8. Other.

26

1001.
Hypotheses 13 • Why Facultv Quit the Union.
3.

The faculty who previously belonged to but quit Local
1600 did so because they:
a.

were never committed to unionism in the first place
and only joined out of peer pressure.

2

~tsted by highest percentage that selected the reason as the

llain one.

2 SDo not add up to 100% because most selected more than one reason.
26A wide variety of other res.sons given ranged from ''personal" and
"being against a closed shop'• to just "not interested" and even to "no one
ever asked me." The most significant "other reason" indicated by 9'% of the
never union faculty, however, was the five month ~tract. It appears that
since the union agreement does not offer sufficient job protection to faculty
hired on a one semester contract, many !eel less o! a need to join the
union until they receive a normal two semester contract.
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b.

dislike the present union leadership.

e.

were against the issues in one strike and believe the
union strikes too mueh.

The above set of hypotheses refer to the reasons why faculty
who once belonged and were even very active, have quit the union.

Table

4.20 gives the reasons specified by 38 of the 44 once union faeulty

respondents (86%).
TABLE 4.20
WHY FACULTY QUIT THE UNION (N•38)

Reasons 2 7

% Selected

1st

r.

Selected
as lst=3rd28

% of All Who 28
Selected

1. Against particular stril<e
issue( s).

23%

43%

50%

2. Union leadership poor.

16%

30%

41%

3. Union strikes too much.

14%

43%

41%

4. Union has made education
too poli ti eal.

12%

16%

4~

Expelled from un1on. 29

9%

9%

f'%

6. Union acts unprofessionally.

5%

12%

12%

7. Never wanted to join in

2%

5%

7%

19%

19%

19%

s.

first place.

a.

Other30

100%

27 Ltsted by highest percentage that selected the reason as the
hin one.
28
29

eo

not add up to 100% because most selected more than one reason.

For crossing piCket lines.

30
A wide variety of reasons that included ~hat the union is "too
selfish," that "hospitalization insurance was needed during a strike," that
"dues checkoffs are not right," that one is a uloner and against all
organ1 zations."
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Since 41% of the once union faculty mentioned dislike of the
union leadership, since SO% indicated being against particular strike
tssues, and since 41% believe the union strikes too much, hypotheses
3b and 3c are

ac~pted.

Hypothesis 3a, however, appears to be un•

substantiated since only 7% selected it at all and only 2% specified
peer pressure and lack of commitment as the main reason.

It has to be

replaced by the politicizatlon of education which 43% indicated was a
reason.
Hipothesis
4.

•4 • Once
Union Faculty Compared to Union
Non-Active and Never Union.

The faculty who previously belonged to but quit Local 1600
are more like the union non-active than the faculty who
have never been union.

Hypothesis

~4

simply states that the non•union faculty who onee

belonged to the union are more like the union faculty who are not very
active than the non•union faculty who have never been members.
Tables 4.21 to 4.26 present the similarities and differences
among the variables found significant when comparing once union faculty
and the never union faculty (see pages 55 and 56) then comparing the
once union to the union non.actlve.
The pattern that emerges in Tables 4.21 to 4.26 is that, contrary
to what was expected, the once union faculty members are not more like
the non.aetive union members than the never union faculty regsrding
background variables found significant; but the non-active union me•bers
•~•

more like the never union faculty.

Regarding sex in Table 4.21, there
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U

a 23% di fferenee between female and male faculty who were

once in the union and who are non.aetlve union members 7 while there
ts only an 8% difference between the non•actlve and never union female

and male faculty.
As to age, only 12% of the once t.nion faculty were under 35
years, while the non•aetlve and never UT\ion are almost the same
to 291.).

(2~

A similar difference is found in the other age categories.

TABLE 4.21
TABLES COMPARI~G ONCE TJ~ION/NE'lER UNION/T_;'~TION NON-ACTIVE

SEX

Female
Once Union (N•42)

12~

Union Non.Aetive (N•416)

35~

Male
31
(23%)

Totals

88%

10~

65%

100'.(

57%

100%

(8%)

Never Union (N•58)

431.
TABLE 4.22
AGE
u~ger

Once Union
(N•42)
Union Non.Aetive
(N•416)
Never Union
(N•58)

35.49

12%

41%
( 16~)

281.
291.

(13%)

20%

49%
47%

19%

100%
( 11%)

1001.

3%

( 11.)

(2%)

Totals

14~

33%

(8%)

( 1%)

l!Ver
60

50.60

( 2%)

5%

31 Pereentage in parentheses is the difference between the once

union and non-active union and between the noneactive union and never
union in each of the categories in Tables 4.21 to 4.26.

100%
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TABLE 4.23
SALARY

Once Union

$11 ,ooo.
14,999

$ts,ooo.

3%

33%

(N-42)

19,999

( 207.)
237.

Union Non.Active (N•418)

33%

Never Union (N-58)

100~

7%

(27%)

(6%)

25%

52%
( 10%)

& over

577.
( 19%)
(26%)

1%

10~

(1%)

(16%)

24%

==Totals

$i5,ooo

'$20 ,ooo ..
2 4, 999

2%

41%

1001.

TABLE 4.24
RANK

Once Union (N•42)

Instr.

Asst.

7%

297.
(207.)

27%

Union Non•Acti ve
(N-418)
Never Union (N-j8)

Assoc.
401.

38%

36%

27%
(2%)

36%

Total

2 4%

100%

( 13%)

( 9%)

(13%)

Prof.

(16%)

8%
( 10%)

171.

100%
(3%)

11%

100%

TABLE 4.25
TENURE
Yes
Once Union (N•42)

98%

No

Total

27.

100%

20%

1007.

28%

100%

(18%)
80%

Union Non-Active (N•413)

( 8%)

Never Union (N•58)

72%
TABLE 4.26

YEARS EXPERIENCE • CHICAGO CITY COLLEGES

Once Union

1-5
101.

(N•41)

Union Non.Ac• 33%
tive (N•411)
Never Union
45%
(N-58)

6·10
491.
(23%)
(12%)

11-15

16·20

Over 20

14%

10%

9%

(31.)
461.
35%

( 11%)

( 21.)
12%
7%

( 5%)

( 6%)

41.

(6%)

100%
100%

3%

( 1%)

(5%)

9'7.

To~a1

2%

100%
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Salary is not as clear with large differences between most
categories, but in three of the categories there is a larger difference
between the once union and union non.active than between the non-active
and the never union.

Rank and tenure follow the same pattern as sex

and salary with larger percentage differences between the categories
when comparing once union and union non•active than when comparing union
non-active and never union.
Lastly, years experience 1n the Chicago City Colleges found less
clear cut distinctions.

Percentage differences between those with

1 to 5 years experience, 21 to 25 years, and over 25 years, are elear
cut in favor of greater similarity between the non-active and never
union than between the once union and non.aetive (87. to 13%, 1% to 9%),
and 0% to 3%).

Categories 6·10 years and 11•15 years, however, contained

less difference between the once union and union non.aetive than between
the union non.aetive and never union (3% to 11% and 2% to 57.).

The

differences in category 16 to 20 years were very close with a 6%
difference between the once union and union non.aetive and a 5% differ•
ence between the non-active

~~d

never union.

In gummary, regarding the variables found significant by chi•
square, the hypothesis that the faculty who once belonged to the union
are more like the union non•aetive than the faculty who have never been
union members is not accepted, and is replaced by the conclusion that
the non.active union faculty are more like the never union ~aeulty.

l
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HIPotheses 15 a, • Why the Union Active

5.

Facult~

Joined the Union

The active union members compared to the union non.actlve:
a.

originally joined Local 1600

becau~e

they believe that:

1) faculty power cannot be obtained any other way.
2) collective bargaining is the only path left to

professional i sJD.
3) unionism brings greater personal, as well as

professional freedom.
4) the City Colleges administration is verj poor.

The set of hypotheses indicated above refers to the reasons why
the union active originally joined the union.

Comparing the union active

with the union non.actlve, only peer pressure, gratitude for benefits,
and job security were found to be significant by chi•square (See Table
4.27).

The hypotheses that the active union faculty (unlike the union
non active) the union because faculty power could not be obtained any
other way, because collective bargaining is the only path left to professionalism,.and because the City Colleges administration is very poor
were not accepted.
TABLE 4.27

REASONS FOR JOINING UNION
Reason

Chi•Square Degrees of Freedom

Significance

Peer Pressure

21.76

8

.001

Gratitude for Benefits

21.87

8

.001

Job Seet,;rlty

15.91

8

.05
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Tables 4.28 to 4.30 illustrate how the three significant motives
were expressed.
TABLE 4.28

PEER PRESSURE AS UNION MOTIVE
Percentage Distributions32
lst 33

Totals

Union Active (N•99)

21 (8/13)

32 (8/8)

Non.Active (N•211)

79 ( 31/26)

68 (17/17) 56 (20/25)

Totals
N•310

(39)
100
N-122

100

(2 5)

:-i-77

conti ng eney coefficient • .26

44

100

32

( 16/11)

68

(36)

100

~-111
ganm~a

- .33

TABLE 4.29

PEER PRESSURE MOTIVE AS FREQUENCY & PERCENTAGE
OF UNION ACTIVE AND NON ACTIVE TOTAL N'S
Totals

No. & ~ Selected 1st

No.as&a%Reason
SeleCted

Union Active

233 - 100'%

2 5 - 11%

99 - 42%

Union Non-Active

420 - 100%

97 - 23%

211 - 50%

Totals

653 - 100%

310 - 47%

Table 4.28 clearly indicates that only 21% of all who mentioned
peer pressure as the sain reason for joining the union were active union
32see footnote No. 6, page 61.
33

Percent that selected peer pressure as the primary reason
for joining the union.
34
Percent that selected peer pressure as either the second or
third reason for joinir~ the union.
35

Percent that selected peer pressure as the fourth through ninth
reason for joining the union.
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meMbers (mueh less than was expected by chance), while 791. were non.
active.
and

42~

In addition, Table 4.29 shows that SO% of all the non active
of all the active specified peer pressure as a reason.

Further•

more, 97 non-active (23%) selected peer pressure as their primary
for joining while only 2 5 union active ( 11%) did so.

~~tive

Therefore, while

the fact that 42% of the union active selected peer pressure as a •otive
vas a surprise, the hypothesis that peer pressure was more influential
as a reason for joining the union by the union non-active appears
upheldo
TABLE 4. 30

GRATITUDE AS UNION MOTIVE
Percentage Distributions36
lst37
Union Active (N•98)

26

Union Non-Active (N•l90) 74
Totals

100

(6/7)

24

(16/15) 77

(22)

N•62
contingency coefficient • .27

N•288

Totals

100
N•l01

( 8/12)

46

(20/15)

34

(27/23)

54

( 2 3/28)

66

( 35)

g a11111a

100 (43)
N•125
•

100

=• 30

36 see footnote ;No. 6 , page 61 •
37

Percent that selected gratitude for benefits earned as the
primary reason for joining the union.
38pereent that selected gratitude as the second or third reason
for joining the union.
39Pereent that selected gratitude as the fourth through ninth
reason for joining the union.
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TABLE 4.31
GRATITUDE MOTIVE AS FREQUENCY AND PERCENT OF
UNION AC!IVE AND NON ACTIVE TOTAL N'S

Total.s
Union Active

233 - 100%

16 - 11.

Union Non-Active

420 - 100%

46 - 11%

Totals

98 - 42%

190 - 45%

653 • 100%

288 - 44%

Table 4.30 shows that while the pereent of union active and nonactive that stated gratitude as the main reason is not that

significant~

the non•aetive selected the reason as second or third or as one of many
much more so

thL~

was expected by chance.

Table 4.31 also states

that a higher percent of all union nonoaetlve selected gratitude first
(11% to 7%).

Interestingly~

however, is the fact that

45~

of the non.

active and 42% of the aetive indicated it as one of several reasons.
It appears that the good contracts earned by Local 1500 are major reasons
for its high rate of union participation and low rate of non•unionism.
Job

security~

as Table 4.32 shows, is mueh like peer pressure

regarding the faet that acre non-active and fewer active selected it as
the main reason or as one of the reasons than would have been expected
by chance.

However~

Table 4.33 states that 64% of all the active to

56% of the non active selected it as one of the reasons.

This is

contrasted with 42% of the active that selected gratitude and peer
Pressure.

Job security is indeed a reason for clinging to the union

for al.ost tvo-thirds of the union active faculty and over half of the
non active (56%).
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TABLE 4.32

JOB SECURITY AS UNION MOTIVE
Percentage Di stri butions40

2ndw3rd 42
Union Aeti ve (N•l48)

25

-

Union Non-Active (N•235) 75
Totals 100

( 5/7)

Totals

37

(17/18)

47

( 18/15)

39

(12/10) 63

(29/28)

53

(19/22)

61

(17)

N•64

100

100

( 46)

100

N•144

N•175

contingency eoef!icient • .20

(37)

gamma • •.19

TABLE 4.33
JOB SECURITY MOTIVE AS FREQUE~CY

~~

PERCENT OF

UNION AC!IVP.: AND NON ACTIVE TOTAL N 'S

Totals

No. & ~ Selected 1st

& % Selected
as a Reason

No.

Onion Active

233 • 100%

16 - 7~

148 - 64%

Union Non.Aeti ve

420 • 100'%

48 - 11'%

235 - 56%

Totals

653 - 100%

383 - 59%

Due to the very negative rating given the administration by both
the union active in the college governance lneex (see Table 4.13, page 71),
and the never union faculty, a second look was given to the motive of
joining because the adainistratlon is so poor (Hypothesis Sa. 4).

The

40see footnote 6, page 61.
41

Percent that seleeted job security as the primary reason for
joining the union.
42 Pereent that selected job security as the second or third
reason tor joining the union.
43

Percent that seleeted job security as the fourth through ninth
as a reason.
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chi•square level of significance was .0573 more than n•rmally allowed
but close to the preferred .05.

Table 4.34 ?resents the relevant

percentages and correlations.
TABLE 4. 34
POOR ADMINISTRATION AS UNION MOTIVE
Percentage Distributions44
2nd.3rd 46

lst45

4th-9th 47

38

( 5/5)

33 (9/12)

47

(28/35)

Union Non-Active (N•l51) 62

(8/8)

67 (19/16)

53

( 31/34)

Union Active (N•llO)

Totals

100

N•261

( 13)

N•34

(28)

100
N•73

100

(59)

Totals
42

-

58

100

N•l54

galllBia - •• to

contingency coefficient • .23

TABLE 4.35
POOR ADMINISTRATION
AS FREQUENCY AND PERCENT OF UNION ACI'IVE AND NON ACTIVE TOTAL N'S
Totals

No. & % Selected 1st

No. & % Selected
as a Reason

Union Active

233 • 100%

13. 6%

110- 47"/.

Union Non..Aetive

420 •

21 • S!t

151 - 36%

Totals

100"/.

653 - 100%

261 - 40%

44see footnote No. 6, page 61.
45percent that selected poor ad~lnlstration as the primary
reason for joining the union.
46Percent that selected poor administration as the second or
third reason for joining t~e union.
4 7Percent that selected poor administration as the fourth
through ninth reason for joining the union.
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While there is no significant difference in Table 4.34 between
the union active and non active who selected poor

a~~inistration

as

the primary reason, there appears to be a clear cut difference among
those who selected it as the second or third or the fourth through
ninth reason.

Table 4.35 indicates that while 477. of the active

listed it as a reason, only 361. of the non active did so.
Hypotheses Sb. 1, • Why Active Union Faculty Joined and
Comparison with All Non~Union Faeultv

s.

b.

The most pro union faculty, the union active, and all
of the non•union faculty, those who never joined, as
well as those who once were members, will be influenced
by the independent variables to the following extent:
1)

The young, Jewish, untenured men from a working
class and union family background who teach in
the social science or humanities departments and
who have previous union experience, lower rank and
salary, and lower educational attainments will be
more union active while the older, non-Jewish,
tenured women from a non.work1ng class or non-union
family background, who teach in the natural science
and business departments, who have not had previous
union experience, and who hava a higher rank, salary,
and education will be more non•unlon.

Regarding baekground variables, Hypotheses So. 1. compares the
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233 union active faculty to the 102 nonounion faculty.

Again using

chl•square, no statistical significance was found regarding several
variables listed in the above set of descriptive hypotheses •
family

backgrou~d,

s~x,

union

department, tenure, rank and salary, education.

hypotheses, therefor&, that

me~,

The

those from a union background, those

from the Social Sciences and Humanities, the untenured, those of lower
rank and salary, and those of lower educational attainments were not
more likely to be active in the union than their non union counterparts.
Table 4.36 lists the variables in the hypotheses found to be
signi !1 cant.
TABLE 4.36

UNION ACTIVE

k~

NON-UNION

Variable

SIGNIFICA.~T

HYPOTHESIZED VARIABLES

Chi Square

Degrees o{
Freedom

Level of
S igni f1 canee

1. Religion

15.2 5

4

.001

2. Family attitude toward unions

10.05

2

.001

3. Class

9.,02

3

.01

4. Age

8.22

3

.os

50 Previous union experience

6.54

2

.os

Tables 4.37 to 4.39 present these five significant variables
in an illustrated manner.
As expected in Table 4.37 and as previously see ln Table 4.10
48
on page 69 that compared the union active and the never union faculty,

that 15% of the faeulty who are Jewish are much
48

mo~e

active

th~~

the

In a sense, the hypotheses comparing the union aetive and non•
union are redundant because the major parallels have already been accomPlished with the union active and never union faculty.
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TABLE 4.37
RELIGION
Percentage Distributions49

Union Active
(N•230)
NoneUnion
(N•l01)
Totals

Pretestan.t

Catholi e

Jewish

Other

None

Tot.

57 (17/21)

69 ( 19/20)

84 (13/10)

78 ( 9/8)

75 (12/11)

70

31 (9/8)

16 (2/5)

22 (2/3)

25 (4/5)

30

43 (13/9)

- -

100 (30)

-100

N•99

N•92

N - 331

-

(27)

100 (15)

- -

100 (11)

100 ( 16)

N•Sl

N•37

N•52

contingency coefficient • .21
TABLE 4.38
FAMILY ATTITUDE TOWARD UNIONS
Percentage Dtstrlbutions49
Pro

Con

Neutral

Union Active (N•233)

80

(30/27)

69

(11/11)

62

(28/31)

Non.Union (N•101)

20

(e/u)

31

(5/5)

38

(17 /14)

Totals

100 (38)
N•334
N•l27
contingency coefficient • .17

100

(16)

N•54
gamJDa • • 32

100 (45)
N•153

Totals
70

---30

100

TABLE 4.39
CLASS
Percentage Distributiona49
Upper
Middle

Lower

Middle

Union Active (N•233)

56 (6/8)

75 (46/43)

66 (17/18) 44 (1/2)

70

NonaUnion (N•lOO)

44 ( 5/3)

2 s (15/18)

34 ( 9/8)

56 (2/1)

30

Totals

100 ( 11)

100 ( 61)

N•333
N•34
N•204
contingency eoe!ticlent • .16
49 see footnote No. 6, page 61.

Upper

----100 (26)

100 ( 3)

N•86

N•9

gamma • .04

Totals

100

100
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TABLE 4.40

AG!
Percentage Distributions 50

Under 35

,Qver 60

:50 .. 60

36-49

Totals

Union Active
(N•233)

62 (11/13)

72 (34/32)

74 (23/22)

44 (2/4)

70

Non•Uni on
(N•101)
Totals

38 (7/5)

28 ( 13/14)

2 6 ( 8/9)

56 (3/1)

30

100

(18)

N•58

100 (47)

-

_..

._....-

100 (31)

100 (5)

100

N•159
ga:ftl!lla • ... o3

contingency coefficient • .16

TABLE 4.41
PREVIOUS UNION EXPERIENCE
Percentage Distributions 50
Teachers 1
Union

Totals

Yes

No

Union Active (N•233)

78 (21/19)

64 (37 /40)

76 (12/11)

70

Non.. Union (N•lOl)

22 (6/8)

36 (20/17)

24 (4/5)

30

Totals
N•334

-

100 (27)

100 (57)

100 ( 16)

N•91

N•190

N•S3

100

contingency coefficient • .14
30~

who are Protestant (84% to 57%) and who are, therefore, more non-union

(43~

to 16%).

While differences among the 27% who are Catholic are not

that significant, the 27% of the faculty who indicated another religion
(unspecified) or no religion were more active and less non•union than
expected by chance.
Table 4.38 regarding

soSee

f~ily

attitudes toward unions clearly

footnote No. 6, page 61.
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points out that being from a proaunlon or neutralounion family increases
one's union activity and decreases one's "nonounionness," but being
from an anti-union fam!ly does not make much difference.

while a sub•

jective self selection of class background has debatable research value,
it is interesting that Table 4.39 shows 44% of those who admitted to a
lower class background (much more than would be expected by chance)
were non•union.

If the class selfodeslgnation is at all accurate, the

hypothesis that the union active are from a more lower class background
than the non-union is questionable.

The other categories of upper•

middle, and upper class, though the last has a small N (9)

9

justify the

hypothesis because as class goes up, so does pereent of nonounionism.
The middle class, however, were more union active and less never union
than expected.

Perhaps the lower class suspicion of established organ!•

zatlons and institutions, as indicated in the relative deprivation
theory, in this ease, has carried over to the faculty union.
Age, in Table 4.40, presents an even more confusing picture.
While the oldest category of over 60 has the highest percent of nono
unionism (56%), the category 50 to 60 has less than what was expected
by chance (though not by much) and less than the category of 36 to 49;
and those under 35 are higher yet with 38% nonounion.

Perhaps many of

those in the lower class in Table 4.39 are the ones under 35 ln Table 4.40.
Lastly, previous union experience was moderately important, as
Table 4.41 shows, in determining a higher rate of union activity and
and lower rate of non-unionism.

Of those with previous union experience

(it does not make much difference whether it was in a teachers' union or
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not), 78% were active while only 64% of those without union experience
were so.

The question is, however, why does previous union experience

make such a small difference,

This researcher expected it to be much

more influential.
Hypotheses Sb. 2,
5,

The active union members:
b,

The active union members and all of the nonounion
faculty will be influenced by the

followir~

independent

variable to this extent:
2)

The politically and educationally more liberal,
the more politically active, the less trusting of
major social institutions (especially the City
College Administration), and the less satisfied
with a community college teaching career will be
more union active while the opposite will be true

ot the more non.union,
Regarding attitudinal variables, hypotheses Sb, 2, compares the
233 union active faculty with the 102 non-union faculty regarding
political and educational orientations, degree of political activity,
degree of trust or mistrust of major social institutions (especially the
City Colleges administration), and degree of satisfaction with a community
college teaching career.

All these hypotheses were able to be accepted

at the .001 and ,01 level of significance.
hypothesized variables that were

f~und

4,46 display their cross tabulations,

Table 4,42 specified the

significant while Tables 4,43 to
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TABLE 4.42
UNION ACTIVE/NON.UNION • OTHER SIGNIFICA.."lT VARIABLES
Variable

Degrees of
Freedo•

Chi.Square

1. Political Orientation
2. Educational Orientation
3. Trust of City College
Administration
4. Political Activity

of
Sign if 1can ce

L~vel

33.47
42.90
41.38

7
16
4

.001
.001
.001

18.20

8

,01

TABLE 4.43
POLITICAL ORIENTATION
Percentage Distributions~ 1
Conservative

Neutral

Liberal

Totals

Union Active (N-233)

47 (10/15)

71 ( 15/15)

77

(44/41)

70

Non .. Union (N•l02)

53 ( 11/6)

29 (6/6)

23

(14/17)

30

Totals

100 (21)

N•335
N•72
contingency coefficient • .30

100 (21)
N•72

100

(58)

100

N•l91
gamma - ... 37

TABLE 4,44
EDUCATIONAL ORIENTATION
Percentage Distributions 51

Conservative

Neutral

Liberal

Totals

Union Active (N•233)

44 ( 6/10)

61 ( 5/6)

83 (59/55)

70

Non.Union (N•l02)

56 (8/4)

39 {3/2)

17 ( 19/2 3)

30

Totals
N

- 335

-

-100 (-14)

100 ( 8)

100 (78)

N•48

N•27

N•260

contingency coefficient • .34
51 see footnote No. 6, page 61.

gamma - • 36

100
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TABLE 4.45
TRUST OF CITY COLLEGE AI:MINISTRATION
Percentage Distributions5 2
Trust

Neither

Distrust

Union Aeti ve (N-224)

53 (6/8)

56 (21/27)

87 ( 45/32)

72

Non Union (N•89)

47 (5/3)

44 (17 /10)

13 (6/14)

28

Totals

- -

100 ( 11)

N•34
N•313
contingency eoeffi ci ent • .34

100 ( 38)

Totals

100

100 ( 46)

N•l62
N•ll7
gamma - ... 57

TABLE 4.46
DEGREE OF POLITICAL ACTIVITY
Percentage Distributlons5 2

Not Aetlve
Union Active (N•232)

61 ( 33/38)

Non.Union (N•102)

39 (21/16)

Totals
N•334

100

(54)

N•179

~either

Active

75 ( 16/15)

83 (21/17)

70

25 ( 5/6)

17 ( 4/8)

30

- -

100 (21)

100 (2 5)

N•69

N•86

contingency coefficient • .23

Totals

100

gamma ..... 29

Tables 4.43 and 4.44 were structured like Tables 4.2 and 4.3
on

~age

59 with the negative and positive scores of the appropriate indices

being collapsed into conservative and liberal categories.

As ean be

clearly noted, the two tables present the pattern of conservative attitudes
held by the non.union faculty and liberal attitudes held by the union

52see footnote No. 6, page 61.
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active faculty With the neutral differences not that different than

~hat

was expected by chance.
As predicted, Table 4.45 points out that the

~aculty

who

distrust the City College administration are much more active than
expected

(87~)

with almost half (47%) of those who trust the

tst::ation being non-union.

a~~in•

Those who indicated they neither trusted

nor distrusted the administration also scored much lower in union
activity and thus much higher in never unionness than was expected.
Note also the rather strong negative gamma (•.57).

Concerning degree

of political activity, the hypothesis that the union active are more
politic•lly active seems to be borne out by Table 4.46 since
of those who score as active politically are active in the

83~

~~ion

and

39% of the politically inactive are non-union • significantly more

than would b.e expected by chance.
Other variables that were found to be signlflcant were the
attitudes toward college governane4, unions, and student pover, as
displayed in Table 4.47.

TABLE 4.47
OTHER SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES
UNION
Variable

ACTIVE/NON-~ION

Chi .Square

Degrees of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

l. College governance
attitude

52.07

11

.001 *

"

unl on ori enUti on

40.41

12

.001 *

3. student. power views

32.90

13

.001 *

...

*chi-squares and signiticanee levels when collapsed are 1n Appendix G.
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Just as when comparing the union active and the never union
faculty, the scores on the 5ndex to me.l!sure the attitude of the union
active and all non-union faculty toward the administration are signl•
fleant as Table 4.48 points out.

COLLEGE

ATTITUDE

TO~ARD

TABLE 4.48
ATTITJDE
CITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

GOVE~~k~CE

Pro

Neutral

Con

Union Aet,ive (N•233)

50 ( 1/1. 5)

65 ( 3/3)

70 (65/65)

70

Non.Union (N•l02)

50 ( 1/. 5)

30 (28/28)

30

Totals

100 (2)

N•6

N•335

-100 ( 5)

-

N•l7

N•312

35 (2/2)

Totals

100 (93)

100

gamTIB. • •• 41

contingency eoeffi ei ent • • 37

Again, just as with the union active and never union faculty (see
Table 4.13 on page 71),

a very small percentage of the !aeulty have a

score pro (2%) or even neutral
City Colleges.

(5~)

regarding the administration of the

TheN's, however, are too small in the pro and neutral

categories to generalize regarding the percentages.

It is clear that

the union active and the non-union are anti-administration.
by the moderately high negative gamma (-.41).

This is supported

It does not appear, however,

that those with a negative view of the administration are more union
active or less non union than those with a positive view.
Pro and eon union attitudes should also have been hypothesized
as Table 4. 49 indicates.
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TABLE 4.49
UNION ORIENTATION
ATTITUDE TOWARD UNIONS
Totals

Con

Neutral

Pro

Union Active (N•2 33)

59 (27/31)

78

( 5/5)

18 (37/34)

70

Never Union (N•102)

41 ( 18/14)

22

(2/2)

22 ( 11/14)

30

Totals

100

(45)

N•l52
contingency coefficient • .33

100 (7)

100 ( 48)

N•23

N•l60

100

gamma ., •• 37

Once more very few were found neutral (7%) regarding unions
(see Table 4.12 on page 71), and 41% of those with anti•union scores
were never union and 59% union active.

The peree?ttage of those

with pro-union sentiments that were never union (22%) and union
active (78%) were also significantly different than were expected.
The correlations reinforce the conclusion that the never-union faculty
have more anti-union views than the union active faculty than were also expected.
The third attitudinal variable that was not included in the
hypotheses was the faculty view of student power.

Table 4.50 illustrates

this after the collapsing procedure ls again applied as in Table 4.14
on page 72.

TABLE 4,50
STUDENT POWER VIEWS

Union Active (N•233)
Never Union (N•102)

Totals

Con

Neutral

Pro

64 ( 36/39)

63 (7/9)

81 (26/23)

70

36 (19/16)

37 ( 5/3)

19 (7 /10)

30

-100 (55)

N•185
N•335
contingency coefficient • .30

100 (33)
100 (12)
N•109
N•41
gaD!Ia • .... 22

Totals

100

100
As hypothesized, those faculty against student po~er issues were

more never union and less union aetive than expected, and those for student
activism were more union active and less never union than expected.

Those

who were given a neutral score were very similar to those who received
negative scores.
Hypothesis #6 •
6.

~y

Non.Aetive Faculty Joined and Comparison with Non.Union

The non-aetive union faculty originally joined Local 1600
because of peer pressure, in gratitude for benefits von, for
greater job security, because they believe unionism is the
only way to obtain

ade~uate

salary and fringe benefits, and

because they believe the City Colleges administration is
very poor.

Regarding the above categorical and sealed

variables, they are more like the nonaunlon than active
union faculty.
It has already be@n established in Tables 4.27 to 4.31 (pages 8386) that the non-active significantly differ from the active as to motives
for joining the union with the former being more influenced by peer pressure,
gratitude for benefits received, and job security; and the latter by a
negative view of the administration.

Though not fo•Jnd signifieant by

ehi.square, 67% and 65% of the active, while only 49% and 37% of the
non.actlve, selected greater faculty power and professionalism as one
of nine reasons for joining the union.

In addition,

and only 55% of the non.aetlve indicated salary and
This last perhaps means that the active

~,ion

7~
o~her

of the active
benefits.

faculty identify greater

eeonomie benefits as a sign of professionalism.
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Concerning similarities and ditferences among significant
variables, hypothesis #6 states that the nonoaetive union faculty are
more like the non-union than the union aet1ve.

It also has already been

established in the discussion concerning Hypotheses

~4 (~abies

4.21 to

4.25 on pages 80·81) that the non•union faculty who were once in the

union are not more like the union non... aetlve faculty but that the latter
are most like the non-union faculty who were never in the union in
regard to sex, age, salary, rank, tenure and Chicago City College
teaching experience.
The two non-union groups are lumped together and compared to
the union-active in Tables 4.51 to 4.56.

Reviewing all the tables

at once, the pattern is one of great similarity.

.

The nonaaetive are

slightly more female, younger, of tower rank and experience, slightly
less untenured, and much less in salary.

In almost every category the

differences between the union non-active and nonounion are less than the
differences between the non-active and never union and much less between
the non-active and onee union faculty (see Tables 4.21 to 4.26, pages 80.
81).

The hypotheses accurately predicted the above relationships.
Chapter S will now summarize the results of this study and

relate them to the pertinent literature, aa well as indicate topics for
future study.
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TABLES COMPARI~G UNION NON-ACTIVE Ml) ALL NON-UNION

TABLi 4.51 • SEX

35%

-

65%

100%

30'%

70%

100'%

Fe111ale
Non-Active (N•416)

Male

Totals

TABLE 4.52 .. AGE
Under 35

35-49

50a60

Over 60

Totals

Non-Active (N•416)

28%

49%

20%

3%

100'%

Non-Union (N•lOO)

22-.t

43%

26:4

91.

1001.

TABLE 4.53 .. SALARY
$15,00019 ~.999
52%

$20,000..
241999

$25,000
& over

Non-Active (N•418)

$11,000
14a999
23%

25%

1%

1001.

Non-Union (N•lOO)

20-.t

28%

49%

4%

100%

f..!:2!.
8%

T ota1s
1001.

16%

1001.

Total a

TABLE 4.54 • RANK

Non-Active (N•418)

27%

381.

Assoc.
27%

NonoUnion (N•lOO)

24%

34%

27%

Instr.

~.

TABLE 4.55 • TENURE
80%

-No20%

Total
100%

83%

171.

100%

~

Non-Active (N•413)
Non.Union (N•lOO)

TABLE 4. 56 • Yl"..A.RS EX.PERIENCE .. CHICAGO CITY COLLEGES
1-5
Non-Active (N•411) 331.
Non-Union (N•96)

29%

~

46%

11·15
12%
101.

16.. 20
4%
10%

21.25
31.
6%

Over 25
21.

Total
100%

3%

100%

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Background and Attitudinal Variables
The purpose of this research was three-fold: 1) to compare the
non-union and union faculty regarding background and attitudinal variables;
2) to find out why so many :aculty joined the union, why some quit and
why some never joined; and 3) to suggest future directions for

co~unity

college unions.

.

Regarding hypothesized background and attitudinal variables, it
was correctly predicted that the most pro union faculty, that is, those
active in the union would differ significantly from the least pro union
faculty, those who never joined the union.

As did Ladd and Lipset (1973),

it was discovered that ideologi:al and attitudinal variables (political
and educational ideology, positive or negative attitudes toward unions,
views pro or con the

ad~inistration

and studect activism) were the most

significant.
Concerning political orientation, the never union faculty, as
hypothesized, were politically conservative and the active union faculty,
politically liberal (Table 4.2, page 59).
with the literature

distL~guishing

This finding is verJ consistent

faculty pro or con unionism at all

levels of education (K-12, Cole (1969), ~oore (1971) and Sumner (1975):
103
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community college, Hoehn (1971) and Flango (1975): university, Ladd and
Lipset (1973) and Kemerer and Baldridge (1975): all college levels).
This conclusion is also compatible with the left of center politics of
social criticism that has become identified with college faculties.
is logical that the

~ost

It

liberal of this liberal group (college teachers)

would be the most militant or active in opposing the established power
structures of the Chicago Community Colleges.
Though the literature does not specifically cover liberal-conservative educational orientation, it was correctly predicted that the
political ideological differences would carry over to educational views
(Table 4.3, page 59).
As should have been foreseen, these same two groups differed,
although not as markedly, regarding their union orientation, their attitude
toward the administration, and their views concerning student activism
with the union active being more pro union (Table 4.13, page 58), more
critical of the administration (Table 4.14, page 69), and

~ore

of student control over campus decisions (Table 4.15, page 70).
the literature is filled with pertinent references.

in favor
Again

Ladd and Lipset

(1973) found the more liberal, pro-union faculty more pro-student activism
and more critical of the administration.

Practically all the studies

cited in the literature review (Lane (1967), Howe (1973), Tice (1973),
Angel (1972), Begin (1974), Nelson (1974), Sumner (1975), Schultz (1975),
Kemerer (1975)) indicated, at least indirectly, a negative view of the
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administration and dissatisfaction with one's work enviro~~ent 1 as a
distinguishi~g

variable between pro-union and anti-union and hence as one

of the major causes of faculty unionization.

Flange (1975) also concurred

with Ladd and Lipset (1973) regarding student

activis~.

The background variables found important were family attitude
towards unions, college teaching experience (especially in the Chicago
City Colleges), tenure, rank, salary, education, political activity,
department, religion and age.
Previous findings regarding college teaching experience is uneven.
Lane (1967) found pro.union faculty to have had less college teaching experience
while Muczyk (1975) and.Moore (1971) did not.

This study concludes that the

most pro-union are those with 6 to 15 years experience in the Chicago City
Colleges and those with 6 to 10 years of other college teaching experience
(See Tables 4.5 and 4.6, pages 61 and 62).

The least pro-union are the

faculty with less than 6 years experience in the Chicago City Colleges and
over 10 years in other college systems.

7he next least pro-union and

most non-union are those with 16-20 years experience in the City Colleges,
but those with over 20 years are the most active and the least non-union
(though both categories have small N's).

It takes the faculty time to

join the union, as well as to get active in it, possibly because of the
occupational socializing factor of peer pressure and issue awareness
during strikes.
Concerning union background, several variables were considered
as child and adult socializing influences - prior union membership, family
member in union, and family attitude pro or con unions.

Only the last
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~as

found significant (See Table 4.6, page 65) though Tice (1972), Moore

(1971), Sumner (1975) and Garbarino (1975)

on the K-12 level.

2

stressed prior. union experience

Perhaps the K-12 influence is not membership so much

as the atmosphere of an accepted behavior pattern and the model for better
economic benefits and improved working conditions.

:foore found father's

membership in a union important in his study of Pennsylvania community
colleges.
The literature regarding the related background and career
variables of education, age, rank, tenure, and salary is fairly consistent.
Though Hoehn (1971) found the pro-union to be of higher educational level,
though Xuczyk (1975) did not find age significant, and though Xoore (1971)
did not find education or salary level important, Ladd and Lipset (1973),
Lane (1967), Seidman (1974), Fulle (1974), Sumner (1975), and Kemerer (1975),
all found the younger, the untenured, those of lower rank and salary more
pro-union.

:foore (1971), in addition, found the untenured and those of

lower rank more pro-union while Xuczyk (1975) found rank alone significant.
This research concluded that those with more education (Table
4.7, page 66), and those 35 to 60 years of age (Table 4.11, page 69),
are the most pro-union and that the untenured and those of lowest rank and
salary are the least pro union (Tables 4.16 to 4.18, page 71), as well as
those under 35 and those over 60 years of age (Table 4.11, page 69).
Thus the class theory of politics that the more deprived - the untenured
faculty of lowest rank - would be the most militant and active is not
endorsed as far as explaining the union militancy of the Chicago City
2Muczyk (1975), however, did not find prior union membership
significant.
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College faculty.

The real surprise in the above is the fact that those

under 35 are the least pro

~•ion

or most anti-union.

The conclusions

from Chapter IV and as indicated above regarding occupational socialization
and peer pressure to join during the regularly held strikes, appears to
explain this phenomenon, at least in part.

It is more likely, however, that

Kemerer and Baldridge's conclusion that unions appeal to two different
faculty groups is more applicable.

The "preservation" oriented seek to

safeguard their higher status and the "deprived'' oriented view collective
bargaining as a way to gain more power and benefits.

3

This research's

findings suggest that the City College faculty are more preservation
oriented.

.

Corwin reinforces Kemerer and Baldridge when he concluded that
it is the middle-aged well-established
union. 4

~le

faculty that are more pro

With the exception of the sex differences, his finding seems

to also apply to the City College active union faculty.
Another explanation might be the relative deprivation that the
established, experienced, educated faculty experience when they compare
their community college status to the status of four-year college and
university professors.

According to Garrison, many see themselves as

the Ph.D. candidate who "couldn't make it" and their self-esteem needs
would be better satisfied at a university. 5 Further research might
investigate this possibility.
3Kemerer and Baldridge,~· cit., p. 65.
4see footnote No. 8, p. 20.
SR. Garrison, Junior College Faculty: Issues and Problems
Association of Junior Colleges: Washington, D.C., 1967), p. 37.

(~~erican
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Using political orientation as a test variable, Table 5.1 presents
another perspective regarding age.
TABLE 5.1

POLITICAL ORI&~TATION 6 BY AGE
Conservative
under
35
35-49
50-60

over 60

Liberal
under
35
35-49
50-60 over 60

Union Active

20%

62%

74%

80%

78%

89%

94%

60%

Never Union

80%

38%

26%

20%

22%

11%

6%

40%

Totals

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(10)

(34)

(31)

(5)

(40)

(97)

(52)

(5)

N=80

gamma •

-.so

N=l94

gamma =·-.28

Though the small N's in the over 60 category make generalizations
difficult, it is clear that political ideology has a significant difference
in the three other age categories.
under 35 category.

~~en

!he most dramatic of which is the

the above table is compared to Table 4.11 on

page 69, it is seen that, for those of conservative orientation, youth
(note the-. 50 gamma) is more important since the degree of pro unioniSlll
is lessened as one gets younger.
of occupational socialization.

Again, this might be explained in terms
For liberals the basic pattern seen in

Table 4.11 on page 69 holds true.
6

The moderate category was eliminated because of a low N (17).
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Another background variable consjdered was religion.

Cole (1969)

and Ladd and Lipset (1973) deduced that Jews were definitely more pro union
because of a more liberal background, while Moore (1971) ascertained that
non-Protestants were more favorable toward unions.

This study also con-

eluded that Jews were the most pro union and Protestants were the least,
with Catholics intermediate (Table 4.10, page 69).

Even more pro union

than Catholics, however, were those 80 respondents (23%) who checked ''other"
or "none".

It was thought that per!'laps religious differences could also

be explained by political orientation or ideology.

T!'lough the conclusions

were not significant oy chi-square (undoubtedly because of the small

~·s

in some sub-categories), Table 5.2 presents the resultst

T.ABLE 5.2
RELIGION BY POLITICAL ORI~ATION 7
Liberal

Conservative
Prot.

Cath.

Jew

Other

None

Prot.

Cath.

Jew

Other

None

Union
Active

61%

57%

88%

67%

40%

75%

87%

92%

92%

90%

Never
Union

39%

43%

12%

33%

60%

25%

13%

8%

8%

10%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(31)

(29)

(8)

(6)

(5)

(44)

(38)

(26)

N = 79
gamma = -.03
7

(44)

N = 192
gamma = -.33

The moderate category was eliminated because of a low N (17).

(40)
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The picture is now changed from Table 4.10.

Although Protestants and

Catholics were more evenly divided between conservatives and liberals,
there w.ere very few conservative Jews, "other," and "Hones".

Protestants

and Jews do not vary that much in their union orientation by political
ideology, but liberal Catholics are significantly
conservative Catholics (87% to 57%).

mor~

pro union than

The same applies to those of other

religions (92% to 67%) and especially those who indicated no religion
(90% to 40%).
The last background or career variables to be considered are the
department in which the faculty member teaches and his or her degree of
political activity.

As predicted, those least pro union, the faculty

who never joined the union, were significantly less active politically
(Table 4.8, page 67) concurring with Flango's (1975) study at the university level.
~uczyk

Several studies (Ladd and Lipset (1973), Hoehn (1971),

(1975), Seidman (1974), Xoore (1971), Kemerer (1975)) found that

the more active or more pro union faculty belonged to the social science
or humanities (liberal arts) departments, while the least pro union were
in the business department.

As Table 4.9 on page 68 indicates, this

research concluded basically the same thing with members of the counseling
and library departments as even more pro union than the social science
and humanities and members of the child development, engineering, law
enforcement, nursing and physical education departments more anti-union
than business and data processing.

The natural science faculty was not

found as anti-union as expected.
Again, using political ideology as a test variable, Table 5.3
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presents some interesting observations, namely, that political orientation
does not make too much difference to counselors and librarians or to
teachers of the humanities, but it makes a substantial difference to social
scientists, to business and other career faculty, and makes a moderate
difference to natural scientists and mathematicians.
above occurs is not quite clear.

Exactly why the

Perhaps both conservative as well as

liberal counselors and librarians realize their position is improved
substantially by unionization since they are given full faculty status.
Perhaps also the liberal ideology of others just simply includes unionism
while their conservative ideology simply excludes it.

The humanities

teachers who are interested in all things "human" might simply exclude
unionism from their political ideologies.
TABLE 5.3
DEPARTMENT BY POLITICAL ORIENTATION
Conservative
Counseling
Libra!] Science Humanities
lJnion Active

100%

Never Union
Total

N = 78

100%
(8)

Science Bus. &
& ~1ath Data P.

Other
Career

67%

79%

68%

36%

41%

33%

21%

32%

64%

59%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(9)

(14)

(19)

(11)

(17)

Liberal
Counseling
Science
Libra!:l
Union Active

88%

97%

Never Union

12%

3%

Total

N .. 189

100%
(17)

100%
(34)

Humanities
87%

13%
lOCi.
(63)

Science
& ::iath

Bus. &
Data P.

Other
Career

8S%

87%

75%

15%

13%

25%

100%
(40)

100%

100%
(20)

(15)
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Motives for Joining, Quitting, or Not Joining
The second major purpose of this research was to discover exactly
why the union members, especially the active, joined; why a small minority
of faculty never joined; and why almost half of the non-union who responded
once belonged to the union.

The literature stresses several reasons why

individuals, especially college faculty members, join unions.

Seidman

mentioned work conditions and peer pressure in discussing steel workers.
As indicated earlier, a direct or indirect negative view of the administration by college faculty was rather universal- Lindeman (1973),
Shulman (1972), Howe (1973), Tice (1972), Angell (1972), Begin (1974),
~elson

(1974), Sumner (1975), Schultz (1975), Kemerer (1975).

1nionism

being the only viable alternative to obtaining a say so in important
decisions affecting economic benefits and working conditions and therefore to obtaining greater freedom and control over events, was also
inferred as a reason by

~oore

(1971), Howe (1973), Rankine (1972), Begin

(1972), Nelson (1974), Sumner (1975), Schultz (1975) and Kemerer (1975).
Changing views of what professionalism consists of were considered.
Lane (1967), Seidman (1974), and Corwin (1965)specifically mention the
attitude that militant control over important career areas are now considered by pro union faculty as much more professional than the outdated
idea of collegiality that all college groups have input and can influence
decisions and conditions.

Economic pressures were also presented as in-

fluential by Ladd and Lipset (1973), Howe (1973), Angell (1972), Begin (1974),
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Nelson (1974), Sumner (1975), Schultz (1975) and Kemerer (1975).
Although all of the above motives were of some influence in the decision
to join the union, only peer pressure, gratitude for benefits receiveQ,
job security, and a negative view of the administration distinguished
the active union members from the non-active.

(See Tables 4.27 to 4.31,

pages 83-86) •
The active union faculty were less motivated by the so-called
extrinsic motives of peer pressure, gratitude, and job security than were
the non-active faculty.

The active, as expected, were more influenced

by a negative view of the administration and a desire for greater faculty
power and professionalism.

This last is consistent with Corwin's view

that the traditional opinion of professionaliso being elitist and anti-union
egalitarianism is giving way to the professional militancy of control
over decision making.
indicate that

Et~ioni

The conclusions regarding job security seems to
's (1969)

replaceability factor of the semi-pro-

fessions refers mainly to the union non-active, not the union active who
take a less traditional and more professional attitude toward unionism
on campus.
A small group of faculty did not join the union (Table 4.19,
page 7) because of traditional views of unions as unprofessional, too
concerned with their own interests, and indicative of mediocrity.

Local

1600 was also seen as too radical and possessing poor leadership.

~o

one

or two reasons dominated, but a fairly wide range of motives for not joining
were indicated.

It would seem that a change in the situation would be
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difficult because of the many expressed reasons and since the major reasons
appear to be based on a more traditional view of academic life reinforced
by a more political conservative ideology.

~~ile

answering another. question,

however, seven never-union faculty indicated a passage of a state collective bargaining law would change their minds.
The motives of the rather large percentage of non-union faculty
(42%) who were once union members, were particularly intriguing.

TI<e

frequent strikes and criticism of the union leadership are their major
reasons for quitting, although almost 10% were expelled (Table 4.20,
page 78).

Interestingly, 17 or 42% of those teachers

~ould

rejoin the

union if there were no strikes, or if they could cross the picket lines,
and/or if the union changed its leadership.
Future Directions
The last purpose of this research is to suggest future directions
or trends for community college unions.

As indicated above, the passage

of a state collective bargaining law will probably increase the percent
of faculty unionization

~ithin

community college locals as well as perhaps

the number of locals.
The importance of political ideology as the major independent
variable directing attention to or away from unions might have an adverse
effect.

If liberal orientation is to question established institutions,

the more liberal faculty might begin to look upon experienced unions or
their established leadership as social phenomena to be criticized.

A

concern for future research is to study the factions in Local 1600 for
political ideology differences.
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If central administrations engage in more understanding and open
communication with the faculty and allow them effective participation in
governance by eliminating the K-12 mentality of employer-employee relationships and encouraging a collegial approach, much of the faculty's negative
view of the administration might be dissipated and the need to join unions
to have an effective voice would probably be lessened.

At any rate, the

faculty trace much of their alienation to poor administration.
On the other hand, it might be too late.

The administration now

has to show a "tough face" or else be co:;.sidered weak.

The above dis-

cussion seems to call for an open, considerate, imaginative and leading
administration and faculty working together for the good of the students,
as well as for their own professional goals.

As far as the Chicago City

Colleges go, it appears that a change in leadership would go a long way
toward diffusing the personal and categorical antagonisms engendered over
its long history of continual conflict.
The elimination or proliferation of one-semester or short-term
contracts would also appear to increase or decrease union participation.
Areas for further research not previously mentioned are a detailed
historical analysis of the origin and growth of Local 1600 and the questions
of whether the pro union community college faculty are cosmopolitans or
locals; whether personal, temperamental and other psychological traits
distinguish union attitudes; whether union officers differ significantly
from the rank and file; whether most administrators have a negative

vi~N

of

faculty unions; whether sexism is non-existent in Local 1600; whether any
K-12 union influence can be traced; whether black faculty view unionism
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differently than the non-black; whether strikes can be diminished in
importance; and whether the positive aspects of unionism - economic benefits,
job security, increased faculty influence in college governance, conflict
management, and past discrimination remedies - outweigh the suggested
potential

proble~

- polarization of administration and faculty, increased

bureaucracy, disproportionate power to faculty, inferior educational
quality, and increased standardization. 8

8Kemerer and Baldridge, pp. 206-218.
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APPENDIX A

History of American

Fede~ation

of Teachers (AFT)

In an effort to promote stron,:ger local organizations. eight of
the local teacher unions banded together in 1916 to form the American
Federation of Teachers.

The AFT affiliated with the American Federation

of Labor three years later.
Though the

AFT started with a

~mbership

of almost 3,000,

the Chicago Federation of Teachers, which was organized in 1887 as the
first teachers' union in the nation 1 and has always borne the designation
Local No. 1, withdr9w soon afterwards when they were forced to accept
a "yellowodog" contract that prohibited union membership.

however, rebounded quickly to 10,000 members in 1920.

The

AFT,

This growth was

interrupted by the anti=union, openoshop drive in the early 1920's and
the intense membership campaign

~f

the National Education Association,

directed by public school administrators.

Therefore, between 1920 and

1926, the AFT lost two.thlrds of its m.mbers because many local leaders
were dismissed or threatened with dismissal.
Beginning in 1926, the AFT gradually increased its membership and
by the mid 1930's it was onee again at the 10,000 member mark and spurted

to almost 40,000 in 1940.
zattons as a Communist

Serious internal ?roblems beset the organi•

take·o~r

was finally averted with the revocation

1Teachers salaries had not been raised in 20 years and after the
union discovered s~veral major corporations had failed to pay their full
taxes, sueeessfully recovered the needed revenues in a court suit. The
union was aided in their eEforts !:>y the Chicago Federa·~ion of Labor.
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of the charters of three major locals by a membership referendum
in 1941. 2
During the 1950's, the AFT resumed its steady growth

~hough

it

experienced a brief loss of membership in the mid-1950's when convention
delegates expelled a few racially segregated locals.

By 1960, the AFT

emerged as a securely established union with approximately 60,000
members.

Pressure from the rival National Education Association

(NEA) prompted the AFT to formally label that organization "a company
union," thereby establishing the two groups in firm competition.
By then it was considered obvious by many teachers that collective
bargaining was the only way to insure economic security and to protect
teachers' rights.

Prior to collective bargaining, "negotiations"

between boards of education and teachers' unions ranged from presentations of salary

co~ittees

to agreements that were

collective bargaining agr.eements.
of collective

al~ost

de facto

The fo:-.n.::.l str=ss on the importance

b~rgaining clea~ly defi~ed

<

with unmistakable trade union goals.J

the AFT as an organization

The big breakthrough came in

1962 when the Xew York City teachers ·,.;ent out on strike after three
months of negotiations.

Less than ten years later, almcst half of all

the public classroom teachers in the nation followed suit.

No longer

2 "The AFT at 60: "Maturity, Vitality, 'lision, 11 American Teacher
61 (September 1976): CS-10.
3virginia Lee Lussier, ''Special Report {!8: ~ational Facul':y
Associations in Collective Bargaining,"' (Washington, D.C.: Academic
Collective 3argainL~g Information Service, 1974): 2-3.
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did professionalism to teachers

mea~

conformity and acquiescence as

over 453,000 had joined t,e AFT by 1975.

4

In 1967, the AFT Executive Council formally
full-time Colleges and Universities

Depar~~ent ~hen

50 college locals with about 3,000 members.

establis~ed

there

~ere

a
some

In 1974, there were

approximately 240 locals in over 300 campuses with 35,000 members in
~igher

education

5

~,ich

had established itsel: as one of the fastest

growing sectors of the AFT.

Abou~

of

~alf

York State, most of them in tl;e joint

6

~hese

members were in New

NEA .. AFT uni-:ms l.n CUNY and

In 1975, membership was about evenly divided between
7

year community colleges and four .. year colleges,
unit (outside New York) being

tha~

eight years of bargaining and

a

AFT has

~ad

'~t'-1e

t~e

SU~Y.

two ..

most notable

in t'-1e Chicago City Colleges vith

number of strikes behind it."

8

more success than the NE.t\ in !lrgan!zi!'l.g community college

faculty in the larger cities like New York, Detroit and, of course,
Chicago.
--------------------------------------------------------·------~----4
American Teacher 59 (June 1975): 3.

5
Garbarino and Aussieker, Faculty Bargaining7-Bhange--and
ConfliG-t-,-P-.~-93.

6r~e AFT in 1976 voted to dissolve this joint relationship.
See American Teacher 60

(~rch

1976): 3.

7Mainly former ~eachers or normal colleges.
8

Garbarino and Aussieker, ?. 93.
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APPENDIX B
Strike and

Contra~t

H:storv of CCC

Called the ' 1 largest faculty strike in the l,lstory of American
junior colleges," the first faculty walkout in t,_,e fifty-year C"'icago
City College history took place on
t~ree

dayso

Besides being

~oused

~ovember

30, 1966, and lasted for

in inferior facilities, faculty leaders

coin?lained t":at they had "virtually no voice in t'"'e determination
of their working conditions" and t"'!at t'"'e needs of 684 full .. time junior
college teac,.,e=s were submerged

amor~ t~e

22,000

teac~ers

under

t~e

Chicago Board of Education. 1
When the Illinois Master Plan for Hig'1er Education made possible
t'1e 'transferring of the colleges to an independer.t junior college
the Cook County College Teac';ers' Ur,ion, wit'"'

a members~ip

board~

.of 450,

or two•t'"'irds of the full-time faculty at eight campuses, '"'ad great
expectations tJ.,at t.'"'ey would be recognized as t:--e exclusive bargaining
agent.
After the Board of Education had refused this right, even t'"'oug,_,
it "ad given the rig'"'t to a collective bargaining election to t'"'e K-12
faculty, ,;. tl:reatened strike was averted in June, 1966, only after
Mayor Ric'"'ard J. Daley promised

t~at

an indep2ndent junior college board

1Much of the information about t~e early relations between t~e
City College Board and t'"'e Cook County College :eachers Vnion was con•
tained in t"'e following article. Norman G. Swenson and Leon Navar,
"C"'i cago City: College Teac"'ers Strike," Junior College Journa 1 37
(27 March 1967): 19-22. See also Mon~e (1972) and Kelley (1970).
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would be appointed by July 1, 1966, and that it would be sympathetic
to the union's dema.n::i fc:"'r an election.
The new board received the petition signed by
and agreed to hold an election.

4?5

faculty !llembers

:'::is election -was not held until Cctober,

1966, because of delays caused by the Chicago Division of the illinois
&lucatior.al Association, an NF..A. affiliate.

Because the board insisted

that all faculty groups participate in settir.g the election grou."Xl. rules,
the Cook County College Teachers•

~nion

was forced to negotiate with an

organization representi..'P'lg cnly a handf'li of the faculty.
eventually withdrew at
received

535 of

~~e

last

~inute

and the Cook

:'he I.E.A.

Co~~ty

Teachers' union

the 590 votes cast (9~).

The board took two weeks to select its negotis.ti...,.g team so that
negotiations for the first collective bargaining contract were !'lot begun
U."ltil the end =>f Cctober.

:'he '.lllion expected to :1egotia.te with board

members and its chief adreinistra.tive officer but

i..~tead

faced an outsider,

a former labor lawyer, as sole spokesman for the negotiating team (also
composed of campus deans and lesser ad!ninistrative officers), while at
the same ti:ne negotiations b:t the C:11 icago 3oard of Sducation were bei."'lg
con:iucted by three board members ar.d. the general sunerintendent.
During the first six sessicr..s, the board further alienated the
union by failing to make one s i.'"lgle counterproposal to the union's
thirty-eight page proposed contract, :,y

insistir~

on the presence of a

court !"Sporter (as i."l a. trial), by calling for all :neeti."'l.gs on board
property, by i.1'lSisting that the sessions be timed around the chief
negotiator's schedule at Loyola. University, and by

demandiP~

seventeen

130

preconditions for union recognition.

Among the latter items were that the

union would agree not to strike, that the negotiated results wo,.tld only be
recOil'JI!lendations to the board, and that the board would discharge any employee
who encouraged or p3.rticipated i.11. a strike.
The union

negotiatir~

team, acti.'lg on

ir~tructions

!rom the Cook

County College Teachers' Union House of Representatives, declared at the
Q~til

sixth session that they would refuse to negotiate
preconditions would be withdrawn.

the union's

~ouse

~lt

~resident,

"Jr. Taylor, the board

letter to the press and faculty, stated that he was
seek an injunction to

the seventeen

goi.~

to

co~

in a

to

any possibility of a strike since

of Representatives had already authorized the

callir~

of a strike i f negotiations were not continued.
Dr. !'aylor's letter triggered the stri.l<:e and progress was :r..a.c.e ir.
negotiations during the brief strike resultir..g in a signed agreement that
pledged the board to good faith bargaining without
signed collective

bargai.~

preconditior~

and a

contract.

The union remai.11.ed alienated, however, because, even though
meeti.'"lgS were no longer held on board

pro~r":.y,

team did not change, the oral promise of no

the ccmpos ition of the beard's

cou~

reporter

·~s

not carried

out, and the chief negotiator announced that he would have to leave for
two weeks to attend a

prcfessior~l

meeting

jt~t

before the

line (January 10, 196ry) of passage of the fL~l budget.

cr~cia:

dead-

Therefore, because

of' lack of prog~ss, the 'J.n.ion :nembersb.ip voted on January 2, 1967 to
strike again if the coax did not offer substantial economic counterproposals.

A second

strik~

wa$ called

fo~

January 6 that lasted for one

day and res'..l.lted in a breakthrough agreement in }fayor Jaley's office with
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reductions in class load and class size, salary increases, paid major
medical and term insurance policies, paid sabbatical leaves, sick leave
accumulation, severance pay based on unused sick leave, calendar agreements, and a tax sheltered annuity to be negotiated later.
contract was for

t~,.;o

The first

years ani ran frO!ll January 1, 1967 through .Decem-

bar 31, 1968.
The experiences of these fi!'St i:"?J.passes were a foretelling of

trying to chiJ a·,ra:r at the excellent contract :?rovisio:-.s, relaticr.s becomir~

more strained, and the courts

In

~, altho~h a

be~~

more involved.

contract strike was averted Ynth another last

minute two-year agreement from January 1, 1969 to December 31, 1970, ~~e
faculty struck for two days in

~!ovember

over tb.e issue of the involuntary

trar.sfer of two union faculty members at Began (now Daley) CotmnU!'.ity
College.. This eventually was settled by an outside arbitrator.
L~

period

l2Zl,

contai.~d

Local 1600 had its longest strike of five weeks.
one of t.;1e

have influenced events by

~ost

successfu.l.. :L"'lStances in ·,.;i:ich students

appeaJJL~

After four weeks of the strike,

~~:S

s~~

to

t~e

courts use of

:L~junctive

powers.

cf the then seven student body presi-

dents s•.1pported the inju..Ylction petition.

Cook County Circuit Judge Nathan

Coher: ordered further negotiations to be held in court UY'l.der his supervision.

Ee eventually

longest contract (t"o
through J'lne 30, 197).

resol~;ed

9.!1-d.

five disputed issues h.imsel! arrl the

one-!:.alf years) ·..ms signed f::-om January .... , 1971

2

2
Garbarino, p. 120.
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In the Fall of

1973t after a strike of one-day and another defied

injunction, both parties arrived at a settlement on their own to last
from July 1,

1973 through June 30, 1975.

The s .l..xth strike ,.,.ras again

~er

a. contract and lasted for tr..ree

bitter weeks before the opening of the Fall,

1975 semester.

Another in-

junction was defied resulting in a five-month jail sentence (later pardoned
by Governor 'tfalker) and the second jaili.~ of ?resident Swenson for
eight days) as well as fines of

355,000.

An agreement was eventually

reached that extended from July 1, 1975 through the begir..nir.g of the
Fall semester, 1077 (ar,ci as long as negotiations for a. new contract continue).

Besides salary increases, released ti.'Tle for depart.--nent chairmen

was restored,

100 teachers were added to the bargaining unit and procedures

for laying-off and hiring teachers were spelled out.

4
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APfEliDlX C
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

-

please check the appropriate category.
Female ( )

1.

Male

2.

( ) under 35 ,

3.

Religious preference?
( ) Protestant,
( ) Catholic,

4.

( )

( ) 35-49,

( ) over 60.

( ) 50-60,

Your race or ethnic group?
( ) White
( ) Black
( ) Latin

( ) Je;.;ish,

() o t h e r - - - - - - - -

( ) Oriental

( ) Jther - - - - -

5.

Do you consider the family you grew up in to be?
( ) lower middle class, ( ) upper middle class
( ) lower class.
( ) upper class

6.

wnat was your father's major occupation?

7.

As

8.

As

9.

Your salary over acade~c year (not including summer school)?
( ) 11,000-14,999
( ) 20,000-24,999
( ) 15,000-19,999
( ) 25,000 and over

10.

you were growing up, did you father (or other family ffiember) ever
belong to a union? ( ) Yes,
( ) No.
you were growing up, •ere your family's sentiments toward unions
( ) Pro,
( ) Con,
( ) Neutral.

Your rank?
( ) instructor,
( ) professor

11.

Tenured?

( ) Yes

12.

Depar t.ment?

( ) assistant professor

( ) associate professor

( ) No

(?lease check one)
( ) Art
( ) Foreign languages
( ) Biology
( ) Law Enforcement
( ) Business
( ) Humanities & Art
( ) Data Processing ( ) Library
( ) Drama
( ) Mathematics
( ) English
( ) Music
( ) Nursing

( '\ Physical Science
( ) Physical Education
( ) Police Academy Services
( ) Pub~ic ~ Community Serv~ces
( ) Student Personnel
( ) Speech
( ) Social Sciences
( ) Other
J

13.

Years teaching?

14.

Indicate your highest level of educational attainment:
{ ) M.A. or equivalent
•
( ) Ph.D. or Ed.D.
( ) M.A. + 15-29 semester hours
( ) J.D.
( ) M.A. + 30 or more se~ster hours ( ) Other (C.P.A •• etc.) ______________

15.

Were you ever a ~ember of another union?
If yes, please indicate: - - - -

(Indicate total no. of years in brackets - include
this semester)
( ) In CCC System
( ) In High School ( ) Other_ _ _ _ _ __
( ) In colleges ather than CCC ( ) In Elementary
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( ) Yes

( ) No

r SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE -

a ~emb~r

Are

l7·

If 1& is no,

l8.

If 17 is ves,

l9·

Were (are) you ever a local (city-wide) or chapter officer? ( ) Yes

20.

Were (are) you a delegate or alternate to the House?

21.

If 20 is ves, ho~ often do (did) you attend House reeetings?
( ) almost al~ays ( ) most of the tine ( ) a few ti~s ( ) never or al~ost
never
How often do you attend monthly chapter meetings?
( ) almost always ( ) most of the time ( ) a few times ( ) never or a~ost
never
If a union member, why did you first join the City College Union?
(?lease number-rank all that apply, signifying the most impor=ant reasons
with 1; 2nd most important with 2; etc.)
( ) peer pressure, most faculty belonged
( ) true faculty power cannot be obtained L~ any other way
( ) collective bargaining is the only road left to professionalism
( ) greater personal, as well as professional, freedom
( ) poor central administration
( ) in gratitude for benefits won by union
( ) only way to get adequate salary and fringe benefits
( ) greater job sec~rity
( ) other·----------------------·--------------------------~----------

23.

~ere
~hy

of Local 1600?

( ) Yes

( ) No

l6•

22.

you presently

135

?age 2.

you once a member of Local 1600?

( ) Yes

( ) No

are you no longer a meober?

( ) Yes

(

)

( ) No
~0

24.

If never a union member, why did you not join the City College Union?
(Please number-rank all that apply, signifying the most important reasons
with 1; 2nd most important with 2; etc.)
( ) unions are too concerned with own interests
( ) teachers should not identify with manual workers
( ) teachers' unions are unprofessional
( ) unions take away from excellence
( ) the union is too radical
( ) other----------------------------------------------------------

25.

If once a union ~mber~ why did you quit? (please number-rank all that
apply, signifying the =ost important reasons ~ith 1; 2nd most important
with 2; etc.)
( ) was against the issues in one strike
( ) believe union strikes too much
( ) makes educational issues a political football
( ) dislike union leadership
( ) never wanted to join in first place
( ) other

--------------------------------------------------------------

26.

If not presently a union member, are there any conditions under which
you would consider joining?
( ) Yes
( ) No

27.

If 26 is yes, please indicate the conditions. _______________________________

28. Even if community college teachers earned as much money as doctors, there
would still be a need for unions because of less control over professional
decisions. ( ) strongly agree ( ) agre~ ( ) disagree ( ) strongly disagree

r

L
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE - Page 3.

29.

When reading about other strikes (not teachers), you tend to s~pathize
with the union.
( ) strongly agree
( ) agree
( ) disagree
( ) strongly disagree

30.

Teachers unions should take a stand on non-union related political issues
such as Watergate or Vietnam.
( ) strongly agree
( ) agree
( ) disagree
( ) strongly disagree

31.

Laws should be obeyed even if I think they are wrong.
( ) strongly agree
( ) agree
( ) disagree
( ) strongly disagree

32.

Groups that are under-represented on the
Latins, and women - should be assigned a
vacancies until they are proportionately
( ) strongly agree ( ) agree
( )

33.

The Central Administration at 180 is autocratic.
( ) strongly agree ( ) agree
( ) disagree

34.

faculty - such as Blacks,
large share of future faculty
represented.
disagree
( ) strongly disagree

( ) strongly disagree

The administration of your college is autocratic.

( )

strongly agree

( ) agree

( ) disagree

( ) strongly disagree

35.

The City College System would be better off with fewer admi~istrators.
( ) strongly agree
( ) agree
( ) disagree
( ) strongly disagree

36.

There should be faculty representation of the City College Board of
Trustees. ( ) strongly agree ( ) agree ( ) disagree ( ) strongly disagree

37.

Please indicate whether you {1) strongly agree, (2) agree, (3) disagree,
or (4) strongly disagree with the following statements (indicate fer each)
( ) Most IQ tests are culture and class biased
( ) Everyone has a right to equality of educational opportunity,
regardless of income.
( ) As a group, Black Americans possess lower IQ's than non-Blacks
probably due to a genetic factor.
( ) The "'F" grade is mainly punitive and should be elim.L"lated.
( ) The Chicago City Colleges should prioarily stress vocationaltechnical training.
( ) The Chicago City Colleges should emphasize remedial education.
( ) Faculty promotions should be based on formal student evaluations
of their teacher.

38.

Indicate which of the following established institutions ~"ld statuses you
(1) trust very much, (2) trust, (3) neither trust nor distrust, (4) distrust
(5) distrust very much -- Indicate for ~ please.
( ) The Supreme Court
( ) The U.S. Cocgress
( ) U.S. Chamber of Collltlerce
( ) American Bar Association
( } The aedia (Press, 'rV, etc.)
( ) ACLU

39.

(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

AFL-CIO leadership
The organized Churches
Illinois House & Senate
Chicago City Council
State Bd. of Higher Education
( ) Bd. of Trustees, City College
District IJ508

Whom did you vote for in 1972?
( ) McGovern

( ) Nixon

( ) Wallace

( ) Other

( ) Didn't Vote

sURv~
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QUESTIONNAIRE - Page 4

40.

To what extent have you worked for political candidates in local, state,
and federal elections?
( } frequently
( ) occasionally
( ) seldom
( ) never

41.

How would you characterize the political candidates you worked for?

( ) liberal
( } radical
( } strongly conservative

( ) middle of road

( ) moderately conservative

42.

If you were to begin your career again, would you still want to be a community college teacher?
( ) Definitely yes ( ) probably yes ( ) Probably no ( ) Definitely no

43.

Please indicate your opinions regarding the following with (1) strongly
agree; (2) agree; (3) disagree; or (4) strongly disagree:
( ) Marijuana should be leaglized
( ) the emergy crisis has been, in large part, manufactured by the
major oil companies to sell less oil at more profit.
( ) Racial integration of public schools should be achieved even if
it requires busing.

44.

How would you characterize yourself politically at the present time?
( } Liberal ( ) Middle of the road ( ) Moderately Conservative
( ) Strongly Conservative

45.

Answer the following questions with one of the following statements:
(1) control; (2) voting power on committees; (3) formal consultation;
(4) informal consultation; or (5) little or no role.

( ) t,.lhat role do you believe students should play in faculty
appointments or promotions?
~1at role do you believe students should play in decisions 0!1
admissions policy?
( ) What role do you believe students should play in decisions on
provision and content of courses?
( ) What role do you believe students sho'..lld play in decisions on
student discipline?

( )

46.

Do you wish a summary of the research when finished?
( ) Yes
( ) :io
Thank you sincerely.
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Pre•Test
In May of 1974, a tentative questionnaire and explanatory letter
was placed in the mailboxes of 40 faeul ty colleagues at Loop College.
Ten of these colleagues were not members of Local 1600, while 30 were.
Of the latter, about half were considered active in the chapter or local.
Thirty.two responded (an

encouragir~

80%)

~

6 non•union and 26 union

(14 active and 12 non-active).
Questions regarding Watergate, the effects of the union on the
City College System, marital status, degree of religiosity, and comparing
professional associations with trade unions were rated as vague or
unnecessary by several respondents
final questionnaire.

and~

therefore, dropped from the

Some items also considered vague were kept in as

the index of institutional trust.

The fact that this last was not

considered significant in the study itself seems to validate the original
pretest criticism.

A few objected to the lack of a "neither," or

"I don't know," or other neutral categories.

It was decided to retain

most of them, however, to foree a choice.
Clarification considerations concerning format, deletions, or
additions were welcomed.

In part1eular, suggested reasons ror joining,

quitting or not joining the union were added.
Incredibly, ROt one of the respondents objected to the length of
139

the fourapage questionnaire.

Perhaps the fixed response format that eould

be answered rapidly with a cheek or an X

~as

the reason.
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The hypotheses for this study dealt primarily with distinctions
betYeen the most pro union faculty category of union active and the least
pro union (or most anti union) category of never union.

This addition

compares all the union members with all the non-union faculty, the union
active and union non-active and the once union with the never union
regarding variables found significant by chi-square. !able E.l. lists the
variables found significant when comparing the 653 union with the 102
non-union faculty.
TABLE E.l.
SIGNIFICA..~T

VA..Q,.IABLES BETWEEN

Variable

U~ION

A..."'D NON-UNION FACTJLTY

Degree of
Freedom

Chi-Square

Level of
Significance

Educational Orientation

22.43

2

.001

Salary

23.42

3

.001

Class

11.92

3

.001

Other College Experience

12.08

2

.005

Union Orientation

(6.14)

(2)

.05

City College Experience

11.51

5

.05

Family Attitude

6.02

2

.05

Age

9.19

3

.05

Note that educational, not political, orientation was significant
with the expected educationally liberal faculty more union and the educationally conservative significantly more non-union. 1

lThe tabular data displaying numerically the indicated relationships are
available from the author.
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College governance was not significant undoubtedly because 95% of all
non-union as well as union faculty have a negative view of the administration.
Salary was very significant with those earning over $25,000
the most non-union and those earning the least ($11,000 to $15,000) also
more non-union than expected.

The most union group were those in the

$15,000 to $20,000 bracket.
As expected, almost half of those indicating an upper class background were non-union with those from the lower class more non-union than
the lower or upper-middle class.

Those of lower middle class origin were

the most union of all the classes.
Forty-three percent of all the faculty has previous college
experience -

42% of the union and 471. of the non-union~

Those with over

10 years experience were more non-union, while those with 6 to 10 years
were the most union.

Interestingly enough, those with over 25 years

experience in the City Colleges were more represented in

~he

union than

all categories except those with 6-15 years experience.

The most non-

union are those with 16-25 years experience.
Again, as expected, those whose families were pro union themselves
were more represented in the union than would have been expected by
chance.

Strange to say, however, those who indicated their families

were neutral toward unions,were more non-union than those who indicated
their families were anti-union.
One-third of the faculty over 60 years of age were non-union while
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only 12% of those 35-50 years are non-union.

Those under 35 years are

less non-union than those 50-60 years.
~ext

to the distinctions between the union active and never union

faculty, comparisons between the union active and non-active are the mo:3t
significant as Table E.2. indicates.
TABLE E.2.
SIGNIFIC&\!T VARIABLES

Variable

BEr.,"EE~

U":'liON ACTIVE A.""ID NON-ACTIVE

Degree of
Freedom

Chi-Square

Level of
Significance

Political Activity

11.85

1

.001

Age

19.48

3

.001

Rank

15.06

3

.001

Administrative Trust

19.81

4

.001

City College experience

22.76

5

.001

Tenure

12.42

3

.005

Religion

12.11

4

.01

9.89

3

.01

Department

15.84

6

.01

Education

14.29

5

.01

Race

10.82

4

.05

6.20

...
')

.OS

9.22

3

.05

Salary

Family

~embers hip

Family Attitude

Regarding political activity, the union active (36% of the union
faculty) were much more politically active

th~,

the non-active (64% of the
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faculty) - 43% to 30%.

Regarding age, almost half of those 50-60 (24% of

the union faculty) were active while 24% of those under 35 (23% of the
union faculty) were active.
since full professors are

As to rank, there is a definite relationship

~uch ~ore

active (52%) than instructors (25%).

Tne union active faculty were predictably more distrustful of the
administration but the non-active were also.

The most active were those

with over 25 years City College teaching experience (71%), while those
with less than 5 years experience were the least active (25%) •

The un-

tenured who represented 16% of the respondents were much less active than
expected - 22% to 39% of the active.
While Protestants (32% of the union faculty) were less active
(27%) and Catholic

(27% of the union faculty)

differences were not

significant, Jewish faculty (15%) and those who responded that they had no
religion (14%) had a higher percent of the active faculty (45% and 43%).
Those who earned over $20,000 were more active than expected

(44~)

and those who earned under $20,000 were less active than expected (30%).
The most active department is the Social Sciences (almost half) and the
least active are Business and Data Processing (approximately one-quarter).
Regarding educational background, those just short of the doctorate
were the most active (42%) while those at the lowest educational rung had
the least number of active faculty (24%).
The only time race was significant in this entire study was when
the active and non-active faculty were compared.
of the respondents

~ere

Whites who make up 78%

slightly more active than expected (38%), and

the black faculty (164) were much less active than their numbers would
indicate (26%).

The

~st

active and least active groups, however, were
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the orientals who represent only 3% of the faculty (44% of whom were
active) and the Latins who are just 2% of the faculty (18% of whom were
active).

Having a family

~ember

in a union definitely

~4de

for more union

activity (42% to 32%) as was being from a family with positive union
attitudes (437. to 30%).
Table E.3. compares the non-union faculty who were once in the
union and those who had never joined.
TABLE E.3.
SIGNIFICA..'U

VARIABLES .3E'r,•iEEN ALL NON-UNION FACt.J"LTY,

Variable

Chi-Square

~EilER ~"'}iiON

Degree of
Freedom

.\..'iD ONCE :;:;ION

Level of
Significance

Sex

11.29

1

.001

Tenure

10.97

1

.001

Rank

16.64

3

.001

Salary

15.02

3

.001

Trust of Administration

13.84

4

.001

City College experience

16.35

J

c:

.005

7.82

3

.05

11.44

5

.OS

Age
Education

The only time in this study that sex was very significant was the
comparisons with the two categories of non-union faculty - those who never
had joined (58i.) and those who once had belonged to Local 1600 (42%).
Women are very unrepresented among the latter (17%)
represented among the former (83%).
faculty had once belonged.

~ore

~~d,

therefore, overly

than half of the male non-union
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Tenure was also very significant with 94% of the untenured (17%
of the non-union faculty) being never union.

Ranks operates in reverse

order with instructors being the most never union (88%) and full professors
being the most once union (63%).

Salary basically follows rank with 95%

of those in the lowest category ($11,000 to $15,000) being more never
union and those in the highesc category being the most once union (75%).
City college teaching experience influences similarly since
those with over 20 years have the highest percent of once union (67%)
and those with the least experience (1 to 5 years) have the lowest
percent of once union and the highest percent of never union faculty.
Age and education offer no surprises with the highest percents of
those over 60 (67%) and those with doctorates (55%) being once union and
those in the lowest categories, under 35 years of age and with only a
masters degree being much more never union than expected by chance (77%
and 80%).
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APPENDIX F

LettE'rs to CitY Collen' Faculty

May, 1975

I need your respected views and some persona.l ir..forxr.ation for a
research project.

Attached is a

questionr~ire ~~at

I have developed to

survey the 1300 faculty rr.ernbe!"s in the Cit:r College System.

I 'tTould be

deeply grateful i f you would take 10-15 minutes of you.:: time to fi 11 it out.
Besides an historic overview, my method is a cescriptive su_...-ve:r with
ideas culled from a variety of sources, e.g., Ladd
~ions

ar~

Lipset's ?rofA.ssors,

and A:"JAtixa.n Fieher E/duca't,!.on (1973), a Carne~ie Commission Study.

I am basically after a comparison of three groups: l) the non-union faculty,

2) the faculty members who are active in union mq.ttars, ar.d J) the faculty
who belong to t.'-le u..,ion

~ut

would not be cor.ISidered v·ery active (where :::

belong).
Although I ha·1e discussed

m:r

research with officers of the 'Jnion ar.d

the central aem:inistration, this study ha.s been sponsored by neitb.er group.
}1.:y primar-.1 purpose is to write a dissertation (Ed.D., Loyola. University).

It does seem about time, however, that some research about the Chicago City
Colleges ar.d AFT Local 1600 is due.
Kncwir.g how easy it is to p-.J.t something like this aside ar.d forget
about it(I myself r..a.ve dor.e it more than once), ::r.ay I implore you to take

a few minutes at your earliest opportunity to complete the

question.~ ire

an::!. return it in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelop:~.

Gratefully,
Cas Kotowski
Loop College
S ooial Science De pt. ( 269-807) )
Home ?hone: 764-4697
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Hay, 197.5
P.S.

The anonYII'_ity of respondents will be preserved.

The nuznber on the

questior.naire :nerely allows roe to note who returned the questions
and to serrl a remi."Xier i f needed.
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November, 1975

Dear Colleague;
This is another attempt to solicit your aid in my research project (dissertation in &i.D. Program at Loyola Unive:r'Sity). First, however, I ·.rould like
to bring you up to date on rny returns. As o-r November 7, 1975, 601 returns
or about 44% have been sent back. The breakdown by colleges (S,rir~, 1975
totals) is as follows :
IC.P
KX
Loop
Ha.yfair
MX
CH
w
S"
wright

102
8
106
69
33

of
of
of
of
of
69 of
53 of
84 of

)00, or J~
22, or 36%
203, or Tc',h
135, or 51%
153, or 2~6
177, or 39%
133, or 41't
233, or 36%

Campus Unknown

20
-601

Union:
Non-Union:

508 of 1136, or 47~
92 of 220, or 4?$

Considering the negative CIA climate, the personal nature of some of the
questions, aro the fear of their misuse, the respol".ses have been gra.tifj'-r..g.
The high percentage ( 72) !rom Loop, my own college, I believe, illustrates
the cor..fidence that my fellow ir.structors have in :ny integrity.
£nclosed. is a follow-up· questior..na.ire, in case you mislaid the earlier one.
(Please ignore this one if' you have already responded.) If you feel that
you cannot res pooo, r.a. turally your •..rishes wrl-11. b.J res pee ted and you will
not be bothered aga~. If, however, you just have not got tar. arour.d to
it, r..eedless to say, I would appreciate you taking 10-15 minutes to accorr.plish sat!e so I may have a more statistical significa.:J.t return.
If t."le code number on the first page bothers you, just blot. it out or
clip it off. The number was merely used to avoid an expel".sive overla.ppir~
second ma.lling arrl to do the breakdown by colleges.
Gratefully,
Cas Kotowski
S oci.a.l S c iance De pa rt.11e nt
Loop College
64 E. Lake St.
Chicago, ILlinois 60601
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APPENDIX G
COLLAPSED CHI-SQUARES
BETWEEN UNION ACTIVE AND NEVER UNION
Variable

Chi-Square

Degree of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

1. Poll tical Orientation

19.21

2

.001

2. Educational Orientation

11.37

2

.oos

8.85

2

.01

4. Political Activity

12.44

1

.001

s.

12.97

2

.oos

6. College Governance
Attitude

6.39

2

.os

7. Student Power Views

7. 77

2

.01

3. Other College
Experience

Union Orientation

COLLAPSED CHI-SQUARES

BETWEEN UNION ACTIVE AND ALL NON.UNION
Variable

Chi-Square

Degree of
Freedom

Level of
Significance

1. Poll tical Orientation

14.25

2

.001

2. Educational Orientation

11.37

2

.,005

3. Political Activity

13.66

1

.001

1.04

2

.os

13.83

2

.001

7.31

2

.os

4. College Governance

Orientation Attitude

s.

Union Orientation

6. Student Power Views
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